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Abstract 
On the ideal boundary, aM, of the universal covering M of a negatively curved 
closed Riemannian manifold M, there exist three natural measure classes: the har-
monic measure class {vx}XEM' the Lebesgue measure class {mX}xEM' the Bowen-
Margulis measure class {u x} xEM. 
A famous conjecture (by A. Katok, F. Ledrappier, D. Sullivan) states that 
the coincidence of any two of these three measure classes implies that M is locally 
symmetric. We prove a weaker version of Sullivan's conjecture: the horospheres in 
M have constant mean curvature if and only if mx = Vx for all x EM. 
In investigating these rigidity problems, we come across a class of integral for-
mulas involving Laplacian ~ U along the unstable foliation of the geodesic flow. One 
of which is J (~ucp+ < \7u log g, \7uc.p > )dm = o. Using these formulas, many 
SM 
rigidity problems are discussed, including (i) a simple proof of Hamenstadt's lemma 
5.3 which avoids her use of stochastic process; (ii) two functional descriptions of 
those manifolds which have horospheres with constant mean curvature: the horo-
spheres in M have constant mean curvature if and only if J ~ uc.pdm = 0 for all c.p 
SM 
in C~(SM) or J ~sucpdm = 0 for all c.p in C;u(SM). 
SM 
Finally, we study ergodic properties of Anosov foliations and their applications 
to manifolds of negative curvature. We obtain an integral formula for topological 
entropy in terms of Ricci and scalar curvature. We also show that the function 
c(x) in Margulis's asymptotic formula c(x) = lim e-hRS(x, R) is almost always 
R-+oo 
nonconstant. In dimension 2, c( x) is a constant function if and only if the manifold 
has constant negative curvature. Generally, if the Ledrappier-Patterson-Sullivan 
measure is flip invariant, then c( x) is constant. 
VI 
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I. Introduction 
1. Historical remarks 
(0.1) Rigidity of lattices 
Mostow remarked in his pioneering work [Mol that the chronology of rigidity 
begins with the theorem of A. Selberg (1960) that a discrete co-compact subgroup 
r of SL(n, R) cannot be continuously deformed except trivially, that is, by inner 
automorphisms of SL(n, lR), if n > 2. At about the same time, E. Calabi and 
E. Vesentini (1961) proved the rigidity of complex structure under infinitisimal 
deformations of compact quotients of bounded symmetric domains, and later Calabi 
proved the metric analogue for compact hyperbolic n-space forms for n > 2. There 
upon A. Weil (1962) generalized Selberg's and Calabi's results to semi-simple groups 
having no compact or 3 dimensional simple factors. And then, Mostow proved his 
famous rigidity theorem ([MoJ, 1973). 
Mostow Rigidity Theorem. Let Y be a compact locally symmetric space of non-
positive sectional curvature. Then the fundamental group determined Y uniquely 
up to an isometry and a choice of normalizing constants, provided that Y has no 
closed one or two dimensional geodesic subspaces which are direct factors locally. 
The development of Mostow's work is culminated in Margulis's superrigidity 
theorem ([M2J, see also [Z]) about the rigidity of lattices in semisimple group. 
Gromov generalized Mostow's result to manifolds of nonpositive curvature 
([GSBJ). Finally, Ballmann, Brin, Burns, Eberlein and Spatzier ([BBEJ [BBSJ) car-
ried out a program of the classification of nonpositively curved manifolds. They 
defined the important notion of rank: 
rank(M) = max{kl each geodesic of M is contained in a k-flat} 
and proved the following theorem. 
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Theorem ([B] [BS]). Suppose that rank(M) ~ 2, the sectional curvature has 
a lower bound _a2 and M has finite volume. If the universal covering of M is 
irreducible, then M is a locally symmetric space of noncompact type. 
(0.2) Rigidity of the geodesic flows with smooth Anosov splitting 
At about the same time as Mostow's early work on rigidity (the early 1960's), 
the Russian mathematicians started their systematic study of the geodesic flow gt on 
a closed manifold of negative curvature. Dynamical ideas in the study of manifolds 
with negative curvature go back to M. Morse, G. A. Hedlund and E. Hopf ([He], 
[Ho]). In the 1960's Anosov and Sinai proved that the geodesic flow of a closed 
manifold of negative curvature is an Anosov flow and it is ergodic ([AnI] [AnS]). 
In [AnI], Anosov claimed that the Anosov splitting is "obviously not smooth in 
general ([AnI, p.12])." He proved, however, that it is always Holder continuous. 
More recent developments can be found in Boris Hasselblatt's thesis ([Ha]). Gromov 
has asked if the Anosov splitting is C 2 then M should be locally symmetric ([S3]). 
The first result concerning this question was proven by Kanai. 
Theorem [Ka]. Let M be a closed Coo Riemannian manifold of dimension greater 
than 2. Assume that the sectional curvature k of M satisfies - ~ < k ~ -1 and 
that the Anosov spJi t ting is of class Coo. Then the geodesic flow gt of M is Coo_ 
isomorphic to the geodesic flow of a closed Riemannian manifold of constant negative 
curvature. 
Katok and Feres improved Kanai's result by showing that one can replace the 
pinching condition - ~ < k ~ -1 by k < 0 in the odd dimensional case and by 
-4 < k ~ -1 in the general case ([F]). 
Y. Benoist, P. Foulon and F. Labourie recently proved the following theorem. 
Theorem ([BFL]). Let M be a Coo closed Riemannian manifold of negative cur-
vature. If the Anosov splitting of the geodesic flow gt of M is of Coo class, then 
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gt is Coo-isomorphic to the geodesic flow of a locally symmetric space of negative 
curvature. 
2. Rigidity of three measure classes. 
(1.1) Notations 
In the last section we reviewed the mam results concermng the rigidity of 
lattices in manifolds of nonpositive curvature and the rigidity of the geodesic flow 
on manifolds of negative curvature with smooth Anosov splitting. Now we come to 
another kind of rigidity, but before going into the details, let us fix some notation. 
Throughout this section, we denote by M a closed Riemannian manifold of 
negative curvature. Let M be the universal covering of M. We also denote 
• SM (resp. SM) the unit tangent bundle of M (resp. M). 
• gt the geodesic flow on S M or S M. 
• 7T': S M --+ M the canonical projection. 
• 8M the ideal boundary of M. 
• vet) = 7T'(lv), is the geodesics with initial velocity iI(O) = v. 
• v(oo) is the point at 8M determined by the geodesic vet). 
• P: SM --+ 8M is the projection P(v) = v(oo) and Px : SxM --+ 8M 
is the restriction of P to SxM. 
• J1. is the Bowen-Margulis measure. 
• 1/ is the harmonic measure (see [Ll]). 
• m is the Liouville measure on SM or SM, normalized so that m(SM) = 
1. We also denote by dm( x) the Riemannian volume on M or M, nor-
malized such that m( M) = 1. 
• (x,O the vector v in SxM such that v(oo) =~. 
• Pv the Busemann function at v( -00) such that Pv(v(O)) = O. 
We also denote by WSu, WU, W8.9, WS the strong unstable, unstable, strong 
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stable, stable foliations of the geodesic flow. The canonical projection 7r : SM ---+ M 
maps fVU (v) or W S (v) diffeomorphically onto M. Thus the Riemannian metric 
< , > on M lifts to a Riemannian metric gi on Wi( v) which induces a Lebesgue 
measure mi( i = su, u, ss, s). 
(1.2) Three measure classes on 8M 
There are three natural, and probably, most interesting measure classes on 8M, 
which arise either from the geometry on M or from the dynamics of the geodesic 
flow. 
(i) The Lebesgue measure class: Consider the Lebesgue measure mx 
on SxM induced by the Riemannian metric. By the absolute con-
tinuity of the stable foliation of the geodesic flow, mx and my are 
equivalent for each x, y E M. Thus they define a measure class of 
8M, which is called the Lebesgue measure class. 
(ii) The Bowen-Margulis measure class: In his paper [Ll], Ledrap-
pier constructed a family of probability measures {J.Lx} xEM on 811.1 
which are transversals (see [Ll] for definition) of the Bowen-Margulis 
measure J.L. He proved that there is a continous function F on M such 
that 
for all x, y EM. Here P( x, -e) (y) is the Busemann function at ~ such 
that 
P(x,-e)(x) = o. 
(iii) The harmonic measure class: In the early 1980's, Anderson, 
Schoen [AS], and Sullivan [SI] solved the Dirichlet problem for 8M. 
Thus for each x E M, there exists a harmonic measure vx on 8M, 
such that for any continuous function f on aM. 




gives a harmonic function on M whose restriction to aM is f. They 
proved that for each x, y E M, VX and Vy are equivalent and 
where k(x, y, 0 is a minimal positive harmonic function of y called 
the Poisson kernel. 
For each x EM, almost all of the Brownian motions starting from x converge 
to a point in aM ([Prj). It is well-known that the harmonic measure Vx is exactly 
the hitting probability at aM of Brownian motions starting from x. 
Corresponding to these three measure classes on aM, there are three invariant 
ergodic probability measures on SM of the geodesic flow: 
(i) The Liouville measure m, which is the unique equilibritun state of the 
function it It=o det(dgtITwu(v»' 
(ii) The Bowen-Margulis measure jl., which maximizes the metric entropy. 
It is the unique equilibrium state of the zero function. 
(iii) The harmonic measure v, which is constructed by Ledrappier ([L3]) 
as the unique equilibrium state of the function 
def d 
rev) = dt1t=ologk(v(O),v(t),v(oo)). 
(1.3) Statement of results 
Katok proved that if dim M = 2, then the equivalence of any two of these three 
measure classes implies that M is a surface with constant negative curvature (See 
[Kl], [K2]. See also [L2] for another independent proof.) In view of these facts, it 
makes sense to make the following conjecture: 
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Conjecture. Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold of negative curvature. Then 
the equivalence of any two of the three measure classes (the harmonic, the Bowen-
Margulis, the Liouville) implies that M is a locally symmetric space. 
A related famous conjection was made by Katok in 1982: 
Katok's entropy rigidity conjecture. The topological entropy of the geodesic 
Bow equal to the metric entropy hm' if and only if M is locally symmetric. 
At about the same time, Sullivan made his conjecture: 
The Sullivan conjecture. The harmonic measure class coincides with the Liou-
ville measure class if and only if M is locally symmetric. 
In 1989, Ledrappier proved the following result 
Theorem 1([L1]). Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold of negative curvature. 
Then the horospheres in M have constant mean curvature if and only if the Bowen-
Margolis measure J.lx and the harmonic measure Vx coincide at each point x E M. 
In chapter II, we prove a weak version of the Sullivan conjecture. 
Theorem 2([Y1]). Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold of negative curvature. 
Then the horospheres in M have constant mean curvature if and only if the Lebesgue 
measure mx and the harmonic measure Vx coincide at each point x E M. 
As a corollary, we prove 
Corollary ([YI]). With the above notations, if M is harmonic at one point, then 
the horospheres in M have constant mean curvature. 
Hamenstadt claimed she proved the following results in [HI] and [H2]: 
Theorem 3([H2], 1989). With the above notations, if the Bowen-Margulis mea-
sure class coincides with the harmonic measure class, then the horospheres in M 
have constant mean curvature. 
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Theorem 4([Hl], 1990). With the above notations, if the Bowen-Margulis mea-
sure class coincides with the Liouville measure class, then the horospheres in M 
have constant mean curvature. 
Serious gaps have been found in both of her proofs (in [H2] by the author, in 
[HI] by Gilles Courtois). In both of her proofs, she relies heavily upon stochastic 
processes to obtain two crucial integral formulas. We give simple geometrical proofs 
of both lemmas. Although her proofs of both lemmas are correct, our results are in 
their most general form. One of these is stated in the following theorem (See [Y2] 
for more details concerning the notations). 
Theorem 5([Y2]). Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold of negative curvature, 
then for any function tp of class C~ on SM, we have 
J (~utp+ < \lutp, \lu log 9 > )dm = o. 
SM 
Using this formula, we obtain a functional description of those manifolds M which 
has horospheres with constant mean curvature: 
Theorem 6([Y2]). A compact manifold M with negative curvature has horo-
spheres with constant mean curvature if and only if 
J ~ utpdm = 0 for all C; functions tp on SM. 
SM 
Finally, we study the ergodic properties of Anosov foliations. We prove that 
the strong stable and weak stable foliations of the geodesic flow on M are uniquely. 
ergodic. If one denotes by W SS the unique harmonic measure of the WSS-foliation, 
by R and Ric the scalar and Ricci curvature of M, by RH the scalar curvature of 
the horospheres, then we obtain the following 
Theorem 7([Y3]). h2 = J (RH(v) - R(7r(v)) + Ric(v))dwSS(v) 
SM 
Using A. Connes' Gauss-Bonnet theorem for foliation we have 
Corollary. IfdimM = 3, then h2 = J (Ric(v) - R(1r(v»)dw S8 (v) 
SM 
'With the help of various descriptions of the Bowen-Ledrappier-Margulis-
8 
Patterson-Sullivan measure /-Lx at infinity, we study the Margulis's asymptotic for-
mula lim e-hRS(x,R) = c(x) for the vohune of geodesic spheres. We show that 
R-oo 
Theorem 8 ([Y3]). For a manifold M of negative curvature, if c(x) is a constant 
function, then 
i) For each x in M, h = J trU(x, o d/-L x (e); 
8M 
ii) If dim M = 2, then M has constant negative curvature. 
The organization of this work is as follows. Since chapter II, chapter III and 
chapter IV use different methods, they are relatively independent. (They also reflect 
successive stages in the author's efforts.) In chapter II, we discuss the potential 
theory and Brownian motion on the universal covering M. These are used in the 
proof of theorem 2 and its corollary. 
Chapter III is dedicated to the integral formulas. We prove theorem 5 and 
another class of integral formulas. Many rigidity problems are discussed, including 
the proof of theorem 6. 
In chapter IV, we study Lucy Garnett's ergodic theory for foliations, and var-
ious descriptions of the unique harmonic measure wSiJ. These are used in the proof 
of theorem 7 and theorem 8. 
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II. Contribution to Sullivan's Conjecture 
o. Introduction. 
Throughout this chapter, we consider a n - dim. closed Riemarmian manifold 
M of negative sectional curvature. Let X be its universal covering. For each 
x E X the harmonic measure Vx is the hitting probability measure of Brownian 
paths starting at x converging to the ideal boundary aX. It is well-known that 
Vx and Vy are equivalent for any x, y E X ([AS]). For any v in the unit tangent 
bundle SX, let v(t) be the geodesic with initial velocity v(O) = v and let v(oo) be 
the point at aX determined by the geodesic v(t). We denote by 11" the canonical 
projection from SM to M or from SX to X. For any x E X, the restriction Px 
of the canonical projection P : SX -+ aX, P( v) = v( 00) is a homeomorphism from 
SxX to ax which transports the canonical Lebesgue measure mx on SxX induced 
by the Riemannian metric to a measure on aX which we still denote by mx. The 
absolute continuity of the stable foliation of the geodesic flow l on SM implies 
that mx and my are equivalent for any two points x, y E X. Thus we get two 
measure classes {Vx}xEX and {mx}xEx which are called the harmonic class and the 
Lebesgue (or geodesic) class. Sullivan suggested that they are singular in general 
(see [S]). On the other hand, it is easy to see that if M is locally symmetric, then 
m x = v x for all x EX. The purpose of this paper is to prove 
Theorem A. If the harmonic measure and the Lebesgue measure coincide at each 
point x EX: Vx = m x, then the horospheres in X have constant mean curvature. 
If dimM = 2 or 3, this implies that M has constant curvature ([H3], [K2]). 
Ledrappier has a result parallel to [K2]. He constructed a family of Bowen-Margulis 
measures {!'lx}xEX (see section 2 of this paper) on aX and proved the following 
Theorem. If the harmonic measure and the Bowen-Margulis measure coincide 
at each point x EX: Vx = !'lx, then the horospheres in X have constant mean 
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curvature. 
As a by-product of our machinery, we also prove a corollary of purely geometric 
flavour: 
Corollary 2.2. If the universal covering X of a compact negatively curved manifold 
is harmonic, then the horospheres in X have constant mean curvature. 
1. The Potential theory 
Let 6. be the Laplace-Beltrami operator on X. By Anderson and Sullivan ([AJ, 
[S]), for any continuous function I on ax, there exists unique a function F on 
x u ax such that 
i) 6.F = 0 on X 
ii) limx->~ F(x) = I(e) for any e E ax. 
vVe denote by C( aX) the space of continuous functions on ax. For each x EX, 
the map 
c(ax) -+ R: I f---t F(x) 
defines a positive linear functional on C( aX). By the Riesz representation theorem, 
it defines a unique probability measure on ax. This is exactly the harmonic measure 
Vx determined by the hitting probability of Brownian motion (see introduction) such 
that 
F(x) = [ I(Odvx(O Jax 
According to [AS], given any e E ax, there corresponds a unique function 
k( x, y, 0 such that 
i) k( x , x, 0 = 1 
ii) 6 y k(x,y,0 = 0 
iii) limy->1/ k(x,y,O = 0 for any TJ E ax - {O and for all x,y E X, for 
Vx - a.e.e E ax, we have 
dvy ) 
-d (0 = k(x,y,e 
Vx 
By [AS], X possesses a gloabally defined Green function G(x, y), i.e., 
i) G(x,y) = Gx(Y) is harmonic on X - {x}. 
ii) G(x, y) ~ 0 
iii) Gx(Y) "" p2-n if n > 2, and"" In! if n = 2 
p 
there are constants a > 0,8 > 0 such that 
.!.e-tp(x,y) ~ G(x, y) ~ ae-6p(x,y) .••••....... (1.1) 
a 
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for all x E X, Y E X - B(x, 1). In particular, Gx extends continuously to (X -
{x}) u ax with zero boundary value on ax. 




z-+e y, z 
We define the exponential growth rate of the Green function at any point ~ at 
infinity by 





where v E SX is any vectorsatisfies v( 00) =~. It is easy to see that G(O does not 
depend on the choice of v. By (1.1) 
Lemma 1.1 For any ~ E ax and v E SX such that v(oo) = ~, 
G(O = lim sup RI Ink( v(O), vCR), v( 00)) = lim sup RI lnk( vCR), v(O), v( -00)) 
R-+oo R-+oo 
Proof. According to [HI], there are numbers C 1 > 0, C2 > 0 such that for 
all v E S X and t ~ 1, we have 
C;-l :::; k(v(O),v(T),v(oo))k(v(O),v(T),v(-oo)) ~ Ct 
C;l ~ k(v(O), veT), v( -oo))G(v(O), v(T))-l ~ C2 
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which shows the lemma. 
Remark: By the Harnack inequality at infinity (corollary 5.2 of [AS]), for any 
e E ax and any two positive harmonic functions u, v defined on a neighborhood U 
of e in X u ax such that ulunax = 0 = vlunax, we have 
limsup-T1Znu(w(T)) = limsup-T1Znv(w(T)) = G(e) 
T-= T-= 
for any wE S(U -aX) such that w(oo) = e. Thus G(e) is nothing but the exponen-
tial growth rate of all positive harmonic functions vanishing on a neighborhood of 
e in ax. G(e) reflects the asymptotic property of X. Yet, since X is the universal 
covering of a compact manifold M, one also expects G( e) to provide information 
about the geometry of M. 
The next proposition shows that the limit of -~ZnG(v(O), veT)) as T tends to 
infinity exists for a total probability set (defined below) on SX. 
We first explain the meaning of total probability. According to the classical 
ergodic theory, there exists a decomposition 
such that 
i) For each a, there exists a unique ergodic measure J.Lo of the geodesic 
flow gt on SM such that for any e E Xo and v E SM, v( 00) = e, we 
have 
lim Tl iT f(lv)dt = [ fdJ.Lo 
T-= 0 1SM 
for any continuous function f on S M and 
ii) Consider the set Mo = {v E SMlv(oo) E Xo}. For any gt- invariant 
measure J.L on SM, we have J.L(Mo) = O. (UoXo is called the total 
probability set) 
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Proposition 1.1. For any 0' and v E SX sucb tbat v(oo) E X a , 
G(v(oo)) = limT--+oo - ~lnG(v(O),v(T)) 
exists and G( v( 00)) ::::: hila' tbe metric entropy of tbe geodesic flow witb respect to 
Proof. Consider the following function on SX 
d 
rev) = dt1t=oZnk(v(O),v(t),v(00)) 
It is easy to see that r( v) is invariant under the fundamental group of M , so it 
can be projected into a function on SM which we still denote by r. By [AS], r is 
Holder continuous and there exists unique equilibrium state v, which we call once 
again the harmonic measure. The topological pressure of r is zero by a result in 
[L2] . According to the variational principle, we have for any 0' 







= lim rT r(gtv)dt 
T--+oo Jo 
= J rdfla ::::: hila 
The equality implies hila = J rdfla. By the uniqueness of equilibrium state, fla = v. 
l4 
2. Construction of three invariant measures and a corollary about 
harmonic manifold. 
In the last section we introduced the harmonic measure v as the unique equi-
librium state of the function r. We need to study the construction of v and the 
other two natural invariant measures as well for later consideration. 
Let WS.'I, WS, WSu, WU be respectively the strong stable, stable, strong unsta-
ble, unstable foliation of the geodesic flow. Fix a point 0 EX, for any v E SX, let 
Wo be the measure on WSU(v) which satisfies Wo = Vo 0 P, where P: WSU(v) -t ax 
is the canonical projection. We then obtain a measure VSU on WSU( v) by 
dv SU 
dwo (W) = k( 0, w(O), w( (0)) 
It is easy to see that V SU does not depend on the choice of the base point 0 in 
X and transforms under the geodesic flow via 
One can similarly obtain a family of measures VS on the leaves of WS satisfying 
dv S t -1 
d _t(gv)=k(v(O),v(t),v(oo)). 
v S 0 9 
By [HI], there exists a constant a > 0 such that v = advsu x dv s • 
The second natural invariant measure is the Liouville measure m. "\Ve also 
denote by the same symbol m the normalized Riemannian volume on M. And we 
denote by mx the normalized Lebesgue measure on SxM. Then 
r dm(v) = r dm(x) r dmx(v) 
15M 1M 1Sz:M 
It is well-known that m is the equilibrium state of the Holder function 
d t 
trU(v) = dtlt=olndei(dg lEu) 
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or 
where U ( v) is the second fundamental form of the horosphere 7r( W su ( v) ). And the 
metric on EU = TTY~U( v) is the lift via 7r : WSU( v) -+ 7r(WSU( v)) of the Riemannian 
metric on 7r( W su (v)) induced by the Riemannian metric on M. 
The third natural invariant measure, the Bowen-Margulis measure fL, is the 
unique equilibrium state of the zero function which realizes the topological entropy. 
By Margulis's construction ([M]), there is a family of conditional measures fLi on 
the leaves of Wi(i = ss,s,su,u) such that dfLu = dfLsU x dt is invariant under 
the pseudo group of holonomy maps with respect to the strong stable foliation. 
Another characteristic property is its uniform expansion under the geodesic flow: 
fLSU 0 g-t = eht fLsu. Moreover, fLsS (resp. fLS) are the images of the measures fLsU 
(resp. flU) under the flip map v 1-+ -v and 
In [L2J, Ledrappier constructed a family of probability measures {fLx} xEX on 
ax (or SxX via the projection P) which are transversals of fL such that there is a 
continuous function F on X satisfying 
where P(x,fJ is the Busemann function at ~ with zero value at x. The equivalence 
class of these measures is called the Bowen-Margulis measure class. 
Proposition 2.1. Let M be a closed negatively curvatured manifold. The 
following properties are equivalent: 
(i) C(O = h 
(ii) C(O is continuous at some point ~ E ax 
(iii) The Bowen-Margulis measure fL and the harmonic measure v coincide 
(iv) (Conjecture) The horospheres in X have constant mean curvature. 
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Proof. (i) =} (ii) obvious 
(ii) =} (iii). Recall that all of the three measure classes are posi ti ve on open 
sets on ax. One can find sequences er -+ eo, er -+ eo, ez -+ eo such that for all 
v E SX,v(oo) = el(i = m,lL,v,), lv reproduces the measures m,lL,v as t tends to 
infinity. By proposition 1.1, we have 
G(er) = J rdm 
G(en = J rdlL 
G(en = J rdv 
for all k. Thus by the continuity at eo, we have J rdm 
implies IL = v 
J rdlL J rdv which 
(iii) =} (i). If the harmonic measure v coincides with the Bowen-Margulis measure 
IL, then by the variational principal, there exists a continuous function f on SM 
such that r( v) - h == ft It=of(gtv ) and our conclusion follows immediately. 
Note: The above conditions should be equivalent to the condition that the 
horospheres in X have constant mean curvature. In fact, this is exactly the result 
of [H2]. But there is a gap in the proof there. So whether IL = v implies constant 
mean curvature still remains open. 
Recall that a Riemannian manifold N is called harmonic at the point n E N if 
the function 8 defined by 
CTexp• g 1 8(m) = n (exp;; m) 
CT gn 
(i.e., the quotient of the canonical measure of the Riemannian metric exp~g on 
TnN (pull back of 9 by the map eXPn) by the Lebesgue measure of the Eucilidean 
structure gn on TnN, depends only on the distance d( n, m). N is called harmonic 
if it is harmonic for each n E N. It is a well-known conjecture that all harmonic 
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manifolds are locally symmetric. This has been confirmed when dimN :::; 5 or when 
the manifold is compact and simply connected. Using the dynamics of the geodesic 
flow, we can obtain the following corollary 
Corollary 2.2. If the universal covering X of a compact negatively curved manifold 
M is harmonic, then the horospheres of X have constant mean curvature. 
Note: It is easy to see that X is harmonic at Xo E X if and only if the Green 
function G(xo,y) depends only on d(xo,Y). The corollary would follow easily from 
proposition 2.1 if the coincidence of the harmonic and the Bowen-Margulis measure 
implies constant mean curvature of the horospheres. 
Proof. The harmonicity of X implies that the Green function G(x, y) depends 
only on d(x, y) (By a result of Cheeger and Yau ([CY]): the heat kernel P(x, y, t) 
of a harmonic manifold depends only on d(x, y). On the other hand, we know that 






z ..... e y, z 
it follows that rev) = ft!t=olnk(v(O),v(t),v(CXJ)) is a constant function on SX. 
Since the harmonic and the Bowen-Margulis measure coincide, by the variational 
principle, there exists a function / on SM such that 
d l t dt t=o/(g v) = T( v) - h 
The boundedness of / on S M implies that r( v) - h must be zero. So the corollary 
follows from proposition 2 and theorem 1 of [L3]. 
The following conjecture seems a step closer than the entropy rigidity conjec-
ture: 
Conjecture. The universal covering of a compact negatively curved manifold is 
harmonic if and only if its horospheres have constant mean curvature. 
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3. Continuity of the Radon-Nikodym Derivative. 
From now on we suppose the harmonic measure class and the Liouville measure 
class are equivalent, that is, v = m. 
\Ve use the notations of the above sections. For x E X, v E SX, there is a 
unique 1/Jx(v) E SxX such that 1/Jx(v)(oo) = v(oo). The map 1/Jx : v -+ 1/Jx(v) is 
continuous and for every w E SX its restriction to W8U( w) is a homomorphism 
onto SxX - {1/Jx ( -w)} which is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure. Its Jacobian with respect to m 8U (induced by the Riemannian metric) on 
the horosphere 7r(WSU) and mx on SxX is given in [HI]: 
Lemma 3.1. For each x in X and v in SxX we have 
We denote by p( v) the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Vx with respect to mx: 
dvx ( p(v) = - v) 
dm x 
whenever it exists and let p( v) = 00 otherwise. Since Vx and mx are equivalent, 
0< p(v) < 00 for m- a.e. v E SX. 
Lemma 3.2 
p(v) = e!(v) 
where 
d I t dt t=o!(g v) = T( v) - trUe -v) 
and ! is of class c~ 
Note: We say that a function! on SM is of class c~ for some j E [0,00] if ! 
restricted to every stable manifold is of class Ci and if the jets of order up to j of 
these restrictions are continuous on SM. 
Proof. By definition 
( 
dvx 
p v) = -d (v) 
mx 
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_ dvx (v). dv
sU 
0 ¢;1 (V). dm
su 
0 ¢;1 (V) 
dv sU 0 ¢;1 dm su 0 ¢;1 dm x 
dvsU 
= k( v(O), v(O), v( 00)) . -d -( v) . det(U( v) + U( -v ))-1 
m Su 
1 dv sU 
det(U(v) + U( -v)) . dmsu (v) 
By the same technique as in [H2], it is easy to see that the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative 
exists everywhere and it is continuous. Thus p(v) exists everywhere and it is contin-
uous. Moreover 
1 dvsU 
p(lv) = det(U(gtv) + U( -gtv)) . dm su (gtv) 
1 dvsU dvsU dm su 0 g-t 
det(U(gtv)+U(-gtv)) dvsuog-t(gtv ). dmsu(v). dmsu (lv) 
det(U(v) + U(-v)) . k(v(O), v(t), v(oo)) .p(v) 
det(U(gtv) + U( -gtv)) det(dgtIEu) 
Let Yu (t) (Ys (t)) be the fundamental unstable (stable) matrix solution of the 
Jacobi equation yet) + R(t)Y(t) = 0 with respect to a parallel orthononnal basis 
{ei(t)}~/ along the geodesic vet) such that Yu(O) = Ys(O) = I. By the Sturm-
Liouville formula 
but the left hand side is equal to 
= Yu*(t)[U(lv) + U( -lv)]Ys(t) 
Hence we have 
det(U(gtv) + U(-gtv))det(dlIEu)det(dgtI E.) = det(U(v) + U(-v)) 
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and 
p(gtv) = k(v(O), vet), v(oo))det(dgtI E ' )p(v) 
By the variational principle, there exists a function! on SM such that 
d t ) dt It=o!(g v = r( v) - trUe -v) 
So we have p(gtv) = ef(lv)-f(v)p(v) which means that pe- f is gt-invariant. By 
the ergodicity of the geodesic flow and the continuity of pe- f, we have 
p( v) = ef(v) 
after normalizing! by a constant. 
The C~-regularity of ! comes from the smooth-Livsic theorem (lemma 2.2 of 
[LMM]) and the fact that both trUe -v) and rev) are of C~-class. 
4. Brownian Motion on X and Sullivan's Conjecture. 
Let n = C(R+, M) be the space of continuous paths in M, and {Px , x E NI} 
the family of probability measures on n which describe the Brownian motion on 
M. Let n = C( R+, X) be the space of continuous paths in X and II : X --+ M the 
covering map. For every x E X and all wEn such that w(O) = II(x), there is a 
unique path wEn such that 
IIw(t) = wet) 
for all t 2: o. 
vVe denote by (r(w, t), 8(w, t)) the polar coordinates about x of the path wet). 
Note that for all x E X and Prrx-a.e. wEn we have w(O) = IIx. So (r, 8) is defined 
Pnx-a.e. 




The density of the distribution of the Brownian paths at time t under Prrx with 
respect to the Riemannian volume is pet, x, y). 
By [Pr]' [L1], [Kai1]' for all X in X and PIIx-a.e. wEn, 8(w, t) converges as t 
tends to 00 towards some point 8(w, (0) in ax and 
lim ~d(w(t), (r(w, t), 8(w, (0))) = 0 
t-co t 
We list two asymptotic invariants of the Brownian motion: 
1) a, the growth rate of distance along the Brownian paths. It was 
proved in [Kai2] that for every x in X and PIIx-a.e. wEn, 
limt_co +r(w, t) = a and 
a = ( dm(x) { trU(-(x,O)dvx(O 
1M lax 
where (x, 0 is the vector v in SxM such that v(oo) = (x, 0 
2) ,8,the exponential decay rate of heat kernel along the Brownian paths. 
For every x in X and PIIx-a.e. wEn we have 
lim ~lnP(t, x, wet)) = -,8 
t-co t 
By [L2], [Kai2] 
,8=hva = 1 dm(x) ( Ilvlnk(v(O),·,v(00))112dvx(v) 
M ls",M 
N ow we are ready to prove the following 
Theorem 4.1. The horospheres of the universal covering X of a compact 
negatively curvatured manifold M have constant mean curvature if and only if the 
harmonic measure Vx coincides at each point with the Lebesgue measure m x. 
Proof. 
1). If the horospheres in X have constant mean curvature h, then r( v) = 
trUe -v) = h for all v by the result of [L3] . It follows from lemma 
3.2 that Vx = mx for all x. 
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2). Recall that the Liouville measure m is given by 
r dm(v) = r dm(x) r dmx(v) 
15M 1M 1Sz M 
If Vx and mx coincide at each point, then we have trUe -v) = r( v). 
By lemma 3.2 and 
a = r trU(-v)dm(v) = r r(v)dm(v) = h" 15M 15M 
!3 = r II 'V InkWdm 15M 
By the Schwartz inequality, 
!3 '2 (r II 'V Inklldm? 15M 
with equality if and only if II 'V Inkll = C 
But !3 = hila = (IsM r(v)dm)2 and 
(r II 'V Inklldm? '2 (r dd Inkdm? = (r r(v)dm? 15M 15M t 15M 
So we do have equality. SO II 'V Ink II = h" and 
trUe -v) = rev) ~ II 'V Inkll = h" 
By the variational principle 
h - J r(v)dJl ~ h" - J r(v)dv = 0 
So h :::; I r( v )dJl :::; h". Thus the Bowen-Margulis measure and the 
harmonic measure coincide. 
By proposition 2 of [L3], there exists a function f on SM such that for all x, y 
in X and all ~ in ax (we denote the lift of f to SX by the same notation) 
k(x,y,O = e-hpz.e(y)+f(y,e)-f(x,e) 
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If we denote by Y the geodesic spray then II \llnkW = IlhY + \l fW = h2 + II \l 
fW + 2h It It=of(lv) thus 
f3 = J II \llnkWdm = h2 + J II \l fWdm = h2 
and J II \l fWdm = 0 which implies that f is a constant function and T(V) 
trU(v)=h. 
Added in proof: I received an oral communication from Dr. Hamenstadt 
that she has corrected her proof in [H2]. So all the properties in proposition 2.1 are 
equivalent to constant mean curvature of horospheres. Also the result of corollary 
2.2 can be improved by requiring only that X is harmonic at one point. 
III. Integral Formulas for the Laplacian along the Unstable 
Foliation and Applications to Rigidity Problems For Manifolds 
of Negative Curvature 
1. Introduction. Statement of results. 
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Let X be a C 1-vector field on a complete Riemannian manifold N. Let dv be 
the volume element of N, and {4>dtEl! be the induced flow of X on N. Fix any 
compact set J( in N, and set 
V(t) = j dv 
<PI(K) 
then standard calculation shows that 
v (0) = j di v X dv 
K 
Thus the divergence of X measures the infinitisimal distortion of volume by the 
flow generated by X 
Divergence Theorem. If X is a C 1 vector field on N with compact support, then 
jdiv X dv = 0 
N 
Remember that div(h . "V J) = ht:J.!+ < "Vh, "V! > ("V! def grad! and t:J.! c::f 
div("V J)), we also have 
Greens's Formula. Let h E C 1 , ! E C 2 be functions on N such that h"V! has 
compact support. Then 
j(ht:J.!+ < "Vh, "V! > )dv = 0 
N 
These formulas are of basic importance in many different areas of Riemannian 
geometry. In studying rigidity problems for manifolds of negative curvature, we 
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come across a class of integral formulas involving the Laplacian or the divergence 
along leaves of foliation. These formulas playa cruical role in many rigidity problems 
concerning manifolds of negative curvature, besides being of interest in their own 
right. 
Throughout this chapter we consider a compact n-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold M, with negative sectional curvatures. We denote by 
• M the universal cover of M. 
• SM (resp. SM) the unit tangent bundle of M (resp. M). 
• gt the geodesic flow on SM or SM, and X is the geodesic spray 
generating l. 
• 7r: S M ---+ M the canonical projection. 
• aM the ideal boundary of M. 
• v(t)=7r(gtv), 
• v( (0) is the point at aM determined by the geodesic vet). 
• P: SM ---+ aM is the projection P(v) = v(oo) and Px : SxM ---+ aM 
is the restriction of P to SxM. 
• J.l is the Bowen-Margulis measure. 
• l/ is the harmonic measure (see [LID. 
• m is the Liouville measure on SM or SM, normalized so that m(SM) = 
1. We also denote by dm(x) the Riemannian volume on M or M, nor-
malized such that m( M) = 1. 
• (x,~) the vector v in SxM such that v(oo) =~. 
• pv the Busemann function at v( -(0) such that PvC v(O)) = O. 
• SD the unit tangent bundle over any set D in M. 
We also denote by WSu, WU, WS-', W" the strong unstable, unstable, strong 
stable, stable foliations of the geodesic flow. The canonical projection 7r : SM ---+ M 
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maps WU (v) or W S (v) diffeomorphic ally onto M. Thus the Riemannian metric 
< , > on M lifts to a Riemannian metric gi on Wi( v) which induces a Lebesgue 
measure mi( i = su, u, ss, s). 
We say a function <p on SM (or SM) is of class ct (resp. C~) for some integer 
j E [0,00], if <p restricted to every unstable (resp. stable) leaf is of class Ci and if 
the j-jets of these restrictions are continuous on SM (or SM). 
Let ~, V, div denote the Laplacian, the gradient, and the divergence operator 
on M. The metric gU (resp. gi, i = s, su, ss) induces on each unstable leaf W U 
(resp. each Wi leaf, i = s, su, ss) a Laplacian, gradient and divergence operator 
which we denote by the symbols ~u, Vu, divU (resp. ~i, Vi, div i ). Whenever 
we specify a function <p to be of Class C; (or Cn, we denote by ~ u<p (resp. ~ i<p) 
the Laplacian of the restriction of <p to the leaves of WU (resp. Wi) with respect 
to gU (resp. gi). We also denote by VU<p (resp. Vi<p) the gradient of <p along the 
liVU(resp. Wi) leaves whenever we specify <p to be of class C! (or CI). 
The geodesic flow gt acting on SM is an Anosov flow which preserves the 
Liouville measure m. For any measurable partition ~ on SM subordinate to the 
WU-foliation, i.e., for m - a.e. v E SM 
.) ~(v) C WU(v) and 
(2) ~(v) contains a neighborhood of v open in the submanifold topology 
of WU(v) 
we have a canonical system of conditional measures {mDvEsM associated with ~, 
such that for any measurable set A in SM, we have meA) = J m~(A)dm(v). 
Let p be the density of m~ with respect to m U • We prove that there is a C;: 
function 9 defined globally on S M such that V log 9 is invariant under the group 




(i) For any function <p of class C; on SM we bave J (~u<p +< '\lu<p, 
SM 
'\lU log 9 > )dm = o. 
(ii) For any C~ function <p on SM witb compact support 
J (~u<p+ < '\lu<p, '\lulogg »dm = O. 
sM 
Formula (ii) includes Lemma 5.3 of [HI] as a special case. See section 7 for 
more details. 
The second class of our integral formulas is related to another foliation of 
SM : SM = {SXM}XEM. Let {aX}xEM be a family of finite Borel measures on 
SM = {SxM}. Via the canonical projection Px : SxM ~ 8M, {axtEM can be 
viewed as a family of measures on 8M and one can talk about their Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives with respect to one another. 
Theorem 2. If for any x in M, tbe Radon-Nikodym derivative 
day (t) ~f ( t) 
d '" -ax,y,,,, ax 
is a C; function of (y, 0 E SM, tben 
(i) For any C; function <p on SM of compact support, 
J [~.'l<p + <pC 1I'\l.'llog al1 2 + ~ .'llog a) + 2 < '\l.'llog a, '\l.'l<p >]dm(x )da x = 0 
sM 
(ii) If in addition, {aX}xEM is invariant under tbe fundamental group r 
of M, tben for any C; function <p on S M 
J [~.'l<p + <p(II'\l.'llogaIl 2 + ~.'lloga) + 2 < '\l"loga, '\l"<p >ldm(x)dax = 0 
SM 
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This formula is more general than the ones that appeared in [LI] and [H21. 
Using these formulas, we give a functional description of compact manifolds of 
negative curvature whose horospheres have constant mean curvature. 
Theorem 3. A compact manifold M with negative curvature has horospheres with 
constant mean curvature if and only if 
(i) I ~ Ur.pdm = 0 for all C; function r.p on SM, or 
SM 
(ii) I ~ Ur.pdm = 0 for all C; function r.p on SM with compact support. 
SM 
We also consider the horospherical foliation WSu and obtain the following the-
I 
orem: 
Theorem I'. Suppose M is a compact manifold of negative curvature, then 
(i) For any function r.p of class C;u on SM we have 
r (~sur.p+ < \1sur.p, \1"'u log 9 > )dm = 0 
JSM 
(ii) For any function r.p of class C;u on SM with compact support 
Using this theorem, we give another functional description of compact mani-
folds of negative curvature whose horospheres have constant mean curvature. 
Theorem 3'. A compact manifold M with negative curvature has horospheres 
with constant mean curvature if and only if 
(i) ISM ~sur.pdm = 0 for all C;u functions r.p on SM, or 
(ii) ISM ~sur.pdm = 0 for all C;u functions r.p on SM with compact sup-
port. 
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There are three natural invariant measures of 9' on SM: the harmonic measure 
1/, the Bowen-Margulis measure J1., the Liouville measure m. A general conjecture 
is that the coincidence of any two of these three measures implies that M is locally 
symmetric. This has been confirmed in dimension 2 by Katok ([K2]) and Ledrappier 
([L2]). The earliest conjecture is given by Katok as the entropy rigidity conjecture. 
Katok's entropy rigidity conjecture. The topological entropy h of the geodesic 
flow equals to the metric entropy hm' if and only if M is locally symmetric. 
He first proved this to be true if dim M = 2 ([K2]) by using conformal geometry. 
Hamenstadt ([HI]) proved the conjecture in dimension 3 by using the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 4 ([HI]). If h = hm then the horospheres in M have constant mean 
curvature. 
A major part of her paper consists of the proof of Lemma 5.3 which relies 
heavily upon stochastic processes. Our approach provides a shorter geometric proof 
of her Lemma. Although a serious gap is found at the end of her paper, we feel that 
our proof is sufficiently different from hers and the Lemma has a special flavour to 
merit an independent treatment. 
Another famous conjecture is the Sullivan's conjecture. 
Sullivan's conjecture. The harmonic measure 1/ coincides with the Liouville mea-
sure m if and only if M is locally symmetric. 
This conjecture has been proved in dimension 2 by Katok ([K2]) and Ledrappier 
([L2]). A weaker version in higher dimension is discussed in [Ylj. We give two 
integral formulas under the assumption that 1/ = m which might be useful for 
further investigation. 
We also consider the case when the harmonic measure 1/ and the Bowen-
Margulis measure J1. coincide. We provide a simple proof of an important lemma in 
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[H2]. 
2. Laplacian along the unstable foliation. Proof of theorem 1. 
For the sake of convenience, we take a Markov parition P = {Pi H=l of the 
geodesic flow, such that each Pi is a u-parallelepiped and 8P has zero Liouville 
measure (Markov paritions for transitive Anosov flow were constructed by Ratner. 
See [Ra] for more details). We then define two new partitions ~ and 1] by 
~(v) def P(v) n Wi~c(v) 
(which is the connected piece of WU (v) containing v) 
1]( v) ~f P( v ) n Wi~~ ( v) 
(which is the connected piece of WSU(v) containing v) 
It is easy to see that ~ Crespo 1]) is a measurable partition subordinate to the WU_ 
foliation (resp. Wsu-foliation) and for all v E intPi , l(1](v)) = 1](lv) for t small 
enough (See [LY] for more details). We denote by {mnvESM and {m~}vEsM the 
canonical systems of conditional measures associated with ~, 1]. Let p( v) be the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative of m~ with respect to the induced Riemannian measure 
m SU • v . 
( ) 
def dm~ ( ) pv =--v 
dm su v 
Since ~ < 1], according to the classical measure theory (See [Ro]) , {m~JwEe(v) also 
constitute the canonical family of conditional measures with respect to the partition 
{ 1]( w)} w Ee( v) of ~ ( v ). By proposition 11.1 of [KS] or Proposition 4.1 of [LS], we have 
dme 
p(v) = _v (v). 
dm~ 
We lift everything up to SM and denote the corresponding objects by the same 
symbols. We then get partitions P,~, 1] and a function p on SM. 
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Remark. The properties of Markov partition we are actually using are 
(i) For each v E int(Pi), gt(TJ(V)) = TJ(gtv) for t small enough. This is 
used in proving proposition 2.2. 
(ii) int( Pi) is a nice open set which facilitates our computation in Theorem 
1 and Theorem 3. 
Lemma 2.1. P is of class C~ locally. 
Proof. According to lemma 2.5 in [LMM], there is a local parametrization of the 
WU-foliation Au : U x V ---+ SM (where U C lRn +1 and V C lRn are open sets), such 
that 
(i) Au is a homeomorphism from U x V to an open set In int(P(v)) 
containing v. 
(ii) For each y E V, Au,y: U ---+ SM given by Au,y(x) = Au(x,y) is a CCXJ 
immersion whose image is an open subset of a leaf of the WU-foliation 
and, moreover, for any Q, fl~ AIBxa is continuous on U x V. 
(iii) A:(dm) = >"u(x, y)dxdy, >"u E C~(U x V). 
By proposition 11.1 of [KS], we have 
* (d e) _ >"u(x, y) 
Au,y mv - J>"u(x,y)dx dx 
u 
But since m~ is a smooth measure on WU( v) (See the note following Proposition 
2.2 and corollary 2.3 for more details), by the property of Au, we have 
A:,idm~) = f3u(x, y)dx, for some function f3u E C~(U x V) 
ThusA*()- A·u,y(dm~J _ 1 ~u(x,y) 
u P - A·u,y(dm~) - I~u(x,y)dx /3u(x,y) 
u 
and it is a function in C~(U x V), which implies, by the remark following Definition 
2.2 in [LMM], that p is of class C~ locally. 
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Proposition 2.2. There exists a globally defined function 9 of class C;: on SM 
such that 9 coincides with p on each e( v) up to a scalar multiplication, and V'u log 9 
is invariant under the deck transformations of M. 
Proof. Compare our proof with that of [LS]. Fix Vo In SM. As P(vo) is a u-
parallelepiped, 9-t(17)(V) = 17(V) for all v E int P(vo) and t small enough, and we 
can write for any Borel subset K in the interior of P( vo) 
Secondly by the invariance of m we also have 
mC
t
'7(K) = m;tv(gtK) 
= 1 p(w)dm;~v(w) 
'7(gt v)ngt K 
= r p(w)dm;~v(w) 
19t (g-t ('7)( v)nK) 
= r p(gtw)dm;~v(gtw) 
19-t('7)(v)nK 
= r p(lw)JtU(w)dm~U(w) 
l'7(v)nK 
where Jr(w) ~f det(dlITwlU(w», with respect to the metric g8U. 
Consequently we get for m almost every w E p( vo), 





For all t E lR, g(gtvo) def Jtu(vO)-l. In particular, g(vo) = 1; 
def JU( -t V ) For all v E W8U(V ) g(v) - lim t 9 a. o , - t-co Jt"(g tv) , 
For all v E W88(VO), g(v) ~f lim JJ!«v»; 
t-co t Va 
For each w E SM, by the transversality of the two foliations W U 
and WS8, there exists a unique v E WU(w) n W88(VO), and a number 
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to E lR, such that gtov E W"'U(w). We define g(gtov) = J:'o(V)-lg(v) 
and 
It is easy to see from this construction that 
(1) 9 coincides with p on each e( v) up to a scalar multiple c( v); 
(2) 9 is of class C;:> since p is of that class locally; 
(3) \7u logg is invariant under the deck transformations and thus it can 
be projected to a vector field on SM. 
Note: Identify TvTM = T7r(v)M EB T7r(v)M via the map e ~ (d1r(O, K(O), 
where K : TT M ~ T M is the Riemannian connection. The splitting induces a 
canonical metric on TT M given by 
where <, > denotes the metric on TM. In the same way, we obtain a canonical 
metric on TSM. Let gi be the metric on each Wi(i = ss,s,su,u) leaf induced by 
this canonical metric. And let ini be the corresponding volume on each Wi-leaf. 
N ow let {ej ( t)} (i = 1" .. ,n) be the system of vector fields obtained by parallel 
displacement of an orthonomal system at v(O), where en(t) = iJ(O). Let }i(t) be the 
Jacobi field along v( t) satisfying 
where Uv is the second fundamental form at v(O) of the horosphere p;l(O). Then 
((Yi(O), Yi(O»)}?';/ 
gives a basis of TvWSU(v) and 
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Thus the determinant of dgtITvWou(v) with respect to the canonical metric gSU is 
given by 
(2.1) 
-U det(I + U;I v) U 
J t (v) = det(I + UJ) J t (v) where I is the identity operator. 
And it is also easy to see that 
Let us define 
_() dfin~ ( ) 
P v = d- su v 
fin v 
then p( v) = det(I + U;)p( v). By Lemma 3.2 of [HI], Uv is an operator of class C~. 
Thus p and p have the same regularity. 
Actually, if we consider the "partially hyperbolic" diffeomorphism gl on SM, 
by theorem 3 of [PS], it is easy to see that 
pew) = lim !~(g-nv) = lim JrCg-tv) 
p(v) n-ooJ::(g-nw) t-ooJrCg-tw) 
_ pew) det(I + U~) 
- p(v) det(I + U;) 
Since the Liouville measure m is the unique equilibrium state of the function 
And we have by (2.1) 
~U( v) - trUv = ~ It=o log det(I + U;I V)' 
Here det(I + U;) is a well-defined function on SM. According to the variational 
principle, we have the following 
Corollary 2.3. The Liouville measure fin is the unique equilibrium state of the 
function tr U. 
Recall the definitions of ~u, VU, div U. We need the following lemma: 
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Lemma 2.4. Let'P be any function of class C;[, tben 6,u'P is a function of class 
C;[-2 and VU'P is a vector field of class C;[-l. Let X be any vector field of class 
C;[, then divU(X) is a function of class C;[-l. 
Proof. We consider only 6, u 'P (the other cases are similar). Let x: U -t M be a 
local chart on M (where U C ]Rn is a open set). We denote the corresponding vector 
a' k fields fJXi on M by 0', 1 :::; i :::; n. The Christoffel symbols r ii are determined by 
For the Riemannian metric, define 
gik =< Oi, Ok >, G = (gik), 
9 = det G, G-1 = (gik) 
Then the Christoffel symbols rfi and the functions g, gi k, lift to local smooth func-
tions on S M which we denote by the same symbols. Remember that the projection 
7r : S M -t M maps WU ( v) diffeomorphically onto M. One can lift the vector fields 
0' via 7r to each WU-Ieaf locally to get local vector fields on SM which we denote 
by the same symbols. By the argument in Lemma 2.1, it is easy to see that the Oi,s 
are local vector fields on SM of class C~. We have for each C;[ function 'P on SM 
6, u'P = ~ ~ Oi(gik ygOk'P) 
yg},k 
which implies that 6, u'P is of class C;[-2. 
N ow we are ready to prove 
Theorem 1. 
(i) For any C~ function 'P on SM we bave 
[ (6,u'P+ < VU'P, VUlogg »dm = 0 
1SM 
(ii) For any C; function 'P on SM with compact support, 
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Proof. (i) By definition, ~ U and VU are the lifts of the Laplacian and gradient on 
M to WU( v) via the projection 11". In particular, VU<p can be viewed as a C~ vector 
field on SM. Denote by <Pt the flow on SM induced by this vector field. Note that 
the WU leaves are <Prinvariant. 
As in the proof of the divergence theorem, take any compact subset K in SM 
such that K c int(Pi) for some u-parallelepiped Pi of our Markov partition. If t is 
small enough, then <Ptl{ remains in int(Pj). Using the partition ~ and the family of 
conditional measures {m~}, we have the following computation: 
= j dm(v) j dm~(w) 
Pi e(v)n<ptK 
= j dm(v) j c(v)g(w)dm~(w) 
Pi e(v)n<ptK 
= jdm(v) j c(v)g(<ptw)det(d<pt)(w)dm~(w) 
Pi e(v)nK 
where c( v) is the constant on ~(v) such that p( w) = c( v )g( w) for all w E ~(v). 
Thus 
ir(O) = j dm(v) j c(v)[< VUg, VU<p > +g div(Vu<p)]dm:(w) 
Pi e(v)nK 
= j dm(v) j [< V U logg, VU<p > +~u<pldm~(w) 
Pi e(v)nK 
= jK[< VUlogg, VU<p > +~u<pldm 
which has nothing to do with the Markov partition. Obviously this is true for any 
compact set l{ in SM. Take l{ = SM, we have Vet) = 1 and ir(O) = a and (i) 
follows. 
The proof of (ii) is similar. 
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3. Measure classes on the ideal boundary. Proof of Theorem 2. 
~ ~ ~ 
Recall that the canonical projection P : SM --+ 8M restricted to each SxM 
is a homeomorphism Px : SxM --+ 8M. Thus each family of finite Borel measures 
~ ~ 
{ax} xEM on {SxM} xEM can be viewed as a family of measures on 8M via Px and 
vice versa. From now on we will use the notation ax for measures on both SxM or 
~ ~ 
8M. We say that {ax}xEM defines a measure class on 8M if and only if they are 
absolutely continuous with respect to each other when viewed as measures on 8M. 
Then we can talk about their Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
def day 
a(x, y, 0 = -d (0· 
ax 
Also we have a measure da on SM (or SM, if {ax}xEM is invariant under r = 
7rl (M)) defined by 
J . da = J dm( x) J . dax (or J . da = J dm(x) J . dax). 
SM S",M SM M S",M 
In other words, we consider da x, x E M as conditional measures and the 
Riemannian volume as the factor measure for da. 
Theorem 2. If for any x E M, a(x,y,O is a C; function of(y,e) E SM, then . 
(i) For any C; function c.p on SM with compact support, 
J [~sc.p + c.p(II~ S log a + II~s log a1l 2 ) + 2 < ~s log a, ~sc.p >]da = 0 
SM 
(ii) If in addition, {ax} xEM is invariant under r, then for any C; function 
c.p on SM, 
J [~sc.p + c.p(II~S log al1 2 + ~ S log a) + 2 < ~s log a, ~sc.p >]da = 0 
SM 
Proof. 
(i) Define a function cP on M by 
cp(y) = J If'(y,e)d<7y (O 
S,M 
Fix a point x, cp(y) = J If'(y,e)<7(x,y,e)d<7x (O 
S,M 
And ~cp(y) = J [(~"If')<7 + 1f'~"<7 + 2 < '\1"If', '\1"<7 >]d<7x (O 
S.,M 
But <7(x, X, 0 = 1 and <7- 1 ~"<7 = ~"log <7 + '\1"11 log <7112 
By Green's formula, we have J ~CPdm = 0 and (i) follows. 
M 
The proof of (ii) is the same. 
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There are three natural measure classes on aM. 
(i) The harmonic measure class: Let Vx be the hitting probability at 
aM of Brownian motions on M starting from x. We know that for 
any two points x, y in M, VX and Vy are equivalent and 
dvy 
-d (0 = K(x,y,O 
Vx 
is a minimal positive harmonic function of y, which is called the Pois-
son kernel (see [AS]). 
(ii) The Lebesgue measure class: Consider the Lebesgue measure mx 
on SxM induced by the Riemannian metric. By the absolute con-
tinuity of the stable foliation of the geodesic flow, mx and my are 
equivalent for each x, y E M and they define a measure class of aM, 
which is called the Lebesgue measure class. 
(iii) The Bowen-Margulis measure class: In his paper [L1], Ledrap-
pier constructed a family of probability measures {Jlx} xEM on aM 
q 
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which are transversals (see [Ll] for definition) of the Bowen-Margulis 
measure fl. He proved that there is a continous function F on M such 
that 
for all x, y E M. Here P(x,-e)(y) is the Busemann function at ~ such 
that 
p(x,-e)(x) = O. 
Note that for any x EM, K (x, y, e) can be thought of as a C~ function of 
(y,e) E SM, and we have ~SlogK+ IIV's logKI1 2 = K-l~sK = o. Applying 
theorem 2 to a x = l/x, we have 
Corollary 3.1. 
(i) For any function <p of class C; on SM, we have 
J (~s<p + 2 < V'slogK, V's<p »dm(x)dl/x(~) = 0 
SM 
(ii) For any C; function <p on SM with compact support 
J (~s<p +2 < V's<p, V'slogK »dm(x)dl/x(e) = 0 
SM 
4. A functional description of constant mean curvature. 
Proof of theorem 3. 
We continue to use the assumptions and notations of the above sections. We 
denote by U( v) the second fundamental form at v(O) of the horosphere p~l (0). We 
know that tr U ( v) is the mean curvature of the horosphere at v( 0) and tr U ( v) = 
:tlt=ologltU(v). We denote by rev) the function :tlt=ologK(v(O),v(t),v(oo)). 
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There are several equivalent descriptions of negatively curved compact mani-
folds whose horospheres have constant mean curvature: 
(i) trU = h; 
(ii) ([Y1]) tr U( -v) = rev); 
(iii) ([L1]) K(x, y, 0 == e-hPz.-e(Y); 
(iv) ([L1]) J-lx = V x ; 
(v) ([Y1]) mx == V x ; 
( vi) ([L 1]) ,\ 1 = - h
4
2 
, where ,\ 1 is the top of the spect rum of the Laplacian 
~ in L2(M); 
We give another description: 
Theorem 3. The horospheres in M have constant mean curvature if and only if 
Proof. 
(i) For any C~ function <p on SM, J ~ u<pdm = O. or 
SM 
(ii) For any C~ function <p on SM with compact support, J ~ u<pdm = O. 
SM 
(i) "===}". If tr U = h, then by [L1], K(x, y, 0 = e-hpz.-e(Y). By [Y], 
mx == V X ' Applying Corollary 3.1, note that VU log K = hX (here 
X is the geodesic spray), and dm = dm(x) . dvx , we have J [~u<p + 
SM 
2hX(<p)]dm = o. So 
smce J X( <p )dm = O. 
SM 
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"{=" If J ~ u<pdm = 0 for all C~ function <p on SM. According 
SM 
to theorem 1, we have for all C~ function <p 
J < vu<p, V U logg > dm = o. 
SM 
For each Pi of our Markov partition P = {Pd ~ l' consider all 
the C~-functions <p with compact support in int(Pj). We have 
o = J < VU<p, V U log 9 > dm 
SM 
= J dm(v) J < VU<p, VUp > p-ldm~ 
Pi ~(v) 
= J dm(v) J < VU<p, VUp > dm: 
Pi ~(v) 
= J dm( v) J -<p~ U P dm:(by the Green's formula) 
Pi ~(v) 
Since <p is arbitrary, it is easy to see that ~ U P = 0 m-a.e. on int( Pd. 
By the continuity of t:J.Ug, we have ~Ug = 0 on SM. This means that 
for each ~ E 8M, the function 
is a harmonic function of y. 
On the other hand, we know that gClv) = JrCv)-lg(v). Thus 
limG~Cy) = 0 for any 17 E 8M, 17 =I- -e. Therefore G~C·) is a kernel 
Y-1] 
function. By the minimality of the Poisson kernel, as well as the 
uniqueness of kernel function (Corollary 5.3 of [AS]), we have 
for some constant c. Thus 
And it follows from [Yj that tr U = h. 
(ii) The proof of (ii) is similar. 
5. Another functional description of constant mean curvature 
Proof of theorem l' and theorem 3'. 
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Recall that for any fixed point ~ in 8M, the horospheres at ~ constitute a codi-
mension-l foliation on M. If we denote by ~ h the Laplacian on each horosphere 
with respect to the induced Riemannian metric, then we have the following relation: 
Lemma 5.1. For any C 2 -function rp on M we have 
Here the derivative r.p is taken along the gradient flow of the Busemann function at 
Proof. Let N be the gradient vector field of the Busemann function at~. Let 
(ei)l$i$n-l be an orthonormal basis of TxH (here H is the horosphere at ~ passing 
through x), and (El' ... ,En-I, N) be a field of orthonormal frames in a neighbor-
hood of x in M, whose value at x is (el,· .. ,en-I, N x ). For any point of H where 
this frame field is defined, we have 
n-l 
~rp = tr D drp = L(Eidrp(Ei) - drp(DEi Ei)) + D drp(N, N) 
i=l 
Since DNN = 0, we have D dc.p(N, N) = <p. Therefore, we get 
n-l 
~rp = tr D drp = L(Eidrp(Ei) - drp(DEi E i )) + <p 
i=l 
Yet DxY = D1-Y - < U X, Y > N for any two vector fields X, Yon ]yf (here Dh 
is the canonical submanifold connection and U is the second fundamental form of 
H). So we get 
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Recall that via the cannonical projection 7!" : SM -+ M, the induced Riemann-
ian metric on H(7!"(v)) lifts to a Riemannian metric gSU on WSU(v), which induces 
a Laplacian operator ,6. su (resp. gradient \7su, divergence div SU ). 
Theorem 1'. 
Proof. 
(i) For any C;u function t.p on SM. 
(ii) For any C;u function t.p on SM with compact support, 
since (log g)' = -tr U. And the theorem follows by the invariance of 
the measure m. (Note that here we need t.p to be of class C~ in order 
to use Lemma 5.1. Actually, one can prove theorem l' using the same 
method as in the proof of theorem 1. So it is enough to require t.p 
belonging to C;u class.) 
(ii) The proof of (ii) is similar. 
Theorem 3'. A compact manifold M with negative curvature has constant mean 
curvatured horospheres if and only if 
(i) ISM ,6.lIut.pdm = 0 for all C;u functions t.p on SM, or 




(i) "==?": If the horospheres in M have constant mean curvature, then 
9 =constant along W Su leave and ISM ~ sUc.pdm = 0 follows from 
theorem 1'. 
"~": If ISM ~suc.pdm = 0 for all C;u functions c.p on SM, then 
r < \lsuc.p, \lsu log 9 > dm = o. 
1SM 
Using the partition 1] in section 2 and the same technique as in the 
proof of theorem 3, we get 
on each Wsu-Ieaf. It is well-known that the horospheres have subex-
ponential growth (see for example [HIH]). Thus the entropy of BM(H) 
(Brownian motion on H) is zero by theorem 6 in [Kai3]. According to 
theorem 2 there, H has no nonconstant bounded harmonic function. 
So the function 9 must be constant along the Wsu-Ieaves. It follows 
that trU = ftlt=ologg(gtv) is also constant on SM. 
6. If the harmonic measure coincides with the Bowen-Margulis mea-
sure. 
In this case, since v is the equilibrium state of r( v) and J-L is the equilibrium 
state of zero function, by the variational principle, there exists a function f on S M 
such that 
j(v) = rev) - h 
By the smooth Livsic theory ([LMM]), f is of Cr;o class because so is r( v). On the 
other hand, according to Proposition 2 of [L1], we have 
log K(x, y, 0 = -hpx,-e(Y) + fey, 0 - f(x,~) 
Applying corollary 3.1, we have 
Lemma 6.1. If v = u, then 
(i) For every function <p of class C; on SM, 
J [~s<p + 2 < 'f\JS<p, ,\!S f > +2hrp]dm(x )dvx = 0 
SM 
(ii) For every C; function <p on SM with compact support 
J [~s<p + 2 < ,\!s<p, '\!s f > +2hrp]dm(x )dvx = 0 
SM 
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Note that our proof of (i) is much simpler than that of [H2] where a generalized 
kind of Brownian motion was employed. 
7. If the harmonic measure coincides with the Liouville measure. 
The famous Sullivan conjecture states that this can only happen when M is 
locally symmetric. Note that in this case, by Lemma 3.2 of [YI], there exists a Cr;o 
function f on SM such that for mx - a.e.v E SxM 
dvx (v) = ef(v) 
dm x 
Moreover, j( v) = T( v) - tT U( -v). 
Via the flip map v 1--+ -v, we can think of e as a partition of SM into stable 




9 is of Cr;o class 
g( w) = ddmft (v) on ~(v) up to a scalar multiplication 
mw 
g( l v) = g( v) J t ( v )-1 
Therefore, for each w E WSS( v) n e( v), we have 
g(w) . Jt(w) . ef (gt w)-f(w)K(w(O),w(t),w(oo»-1 
-- = hm = hm --:-:-:--:----:-:---:----':---':-'----'-:-'------:-'---:-:'-"-:---
g(v) t-+ooJt(v) t-+oo ef (gt v)-f(v)K(v(O),v(t),v(oo))-1 
f(v) f(w) 
= e - K(v(O),w(O),v(oo)) 
Applying theorem 1, we have 
Lemma 7.1. If l/ = m, then 
(i) For any C; function <p on SM 
J (~8<p+ < '\78log K - '\78 I, '\78<p > )dm = 0 
SM 
(ii) For any C; function <p on SM with compact support 
J (~8<p+ < '\7slogK - '\7 B I, '\7s<p »dm = 0 
SM 
Applying Corollary 3.1 to <pe- f , we have 
Lemma 7.2. If l/ = m, then 
(i) For every C; function <p on SM, 
J [~s<p + 2 < '\78 log K - '\78 I, '\78<p > 
SM 
+<p(11'\78II1 2 - ~ 8 I - 2 < '\78 log K, '\78 I > )]dm = 0 
(ii) For every C; function <p on SM with compact support 
SM 
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Applying lemma 7.1 to <p = I and lemma 7.2 to <p = 1, we obtain 
Corollary 7.3.: If v 
8m 
m, then J 1I'\78I11 2dm 
SM 
J ~8I dm, 
SM 
Remark. By corollary 7.3, it is easy to see that the Sullivan conjecture would 
follow if one can prove that J ~ 8 I dm = O. 
SM 
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8. If the Liouville measure and the Bowen-Margulis measure coincide. 
In this case, since m is the equilibritun state of trUe v), there exists a function 
f on S M such that 
j(v)=h-trU(v) 
By the smooth Livsic theorem, F is of class C~ because tr U( v) is C~. 
Recall that for each w E WSU( v), 
g( w) = lim JtU(g-t v ) 
g(v) t-+ooJr(g-tw) 
eht- f( v)+ f(g-t v) 
- lim ----:---::-:--:-:-::-:---:-7 t-+ooeht-f(w)+f(g tw) 
= ef(v)-f(w) 
Thus \7u logg(v) = \7u f(v) + hX (recall that X is the geodesic spray), and by 
theorem 1, we have 
Lemma 8.1. If m = u, then 
(i) For each C; function <p on SM, J (~u<p+ < \7u f, \7u<p > )dm = 0 
SM 
(ii) For each C; function <p on SM with compact support, we have 
J [~u<p+ < \7u f, \7u<p > -hX( <p )]dm = 0 
SM 
Applying Lemma 8.1 to <p = f, we obtain 
Corollary 8.2. If m = u, then J II\7u fl1 2 dm = - J f). U f dm 
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IV. Brownian Motion on Anosov Foliations, 
Integral Formula and Rigidity 
o. Introduction. 
We generalize Lucy Garnett's ergodic theory for C 3 foliations to foliations F 
of class C}. We apply it to study the ergodic properties of Anosov foliations. We 
prove in section 3 the following 
Theorem 3.1. Tbe borocycle foliations (WSU or WSS) of a C3 -transitive Anosov 
system wi tb leafwise Riemannian metric of class Cr (i = su, ss) are uniquely ergodic 
(i.e., tbey bave precisely one barmonic measure). 
Then we generalize the integral formulas in [Y2] to Anosov foliations and apply 
them to obtain the following rigidity result: 
Theorem 4.2. For a Anosov system witb its unique barmonic measure w Ss , tbe 
following properties are equivalent: 
10 w Ss is a invariant measure of tbe Anosov system. 
20 Jt S is constant along Wss-leaves. 
We apply the above theory to the geodesic flow on a compact Riemannian 
manifold M of negative curvature. We give an explicit description of the harmonic 
measure w SS as the weak limit of the normalized spherical measure of geodesic balls. 
This settles a problem raised by Katok. We also give two formulas for topological 
entropy. 
Theorem 6.2. Let R be tbe scalar curvature of M and RH tbe scalar curvature of 
tbe borospberes, let Ric be tbe Ricci curvature of M and tr U be tbe mean curvature 
of tbe borospberes 
10 h = J tr U dw sS 
SM 
20 h2 = J (RH(v) - R(7!"(v)) + Ric(v))dw SS 
SM 
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Using A. Connes' Gauss-Bonnet theorem for foliation we get 
Corollary 6.3. For a 3-dimensional closed Riemannian manifold of negative cur-
vature, 
h2 = J (Ric( v) - R( 11"( v ))dw SS ( v) 
SM 
In section 7, we study the Margulis's asymptotic formula 
lim ;R S(x, R) = c(x) 
R-+ooe 
for the volume of geodesic spheres. We show that 
Theorem 7.2. For any compact manifold M of negative curvature, if c(x) 1S a 
constant function, then for each x in M, 
h = (_ trU(x, e)dfJx(O JaM 
where fJx is the Bowen-Ledrappier-Margulis-Patterson-Sullivan measure at infinity. 
This implies particularly that 
Theorem 7.3. If dim M = 2, then c(x) is a constant function if and only if M 
has constant negative curvature. 
1. Ergodic properties of foliations. 
In this section we review the main results in [Gal and generalize them to foli-
ations F of class C}. 
Let F be any foliation on a compact manifold M equipped with a Riemannian 
metric on its tangent bundle. We assume that both F and the Riemannian metric 
on its tangent bundle are of class C 3 • Each leaf L of the foliation inherits a C 3 
Riemannian structure making it into a connected C 3 Riemannian manifold. The 
induced geometries on the leaves are uniformly bounded because M is compact. 
Thus each leaf L is complete for diffusion (i.e., the integral of the heat kernel over 
the whole space equals one). 
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We have a Laplace-Beltrami operator b.L on each leaf L. The measure on the 
leaf L induced by the Riemannian metric is denoted by dx. Let Pt(x, y) be the heat 
kernel of the operator b. L. There is a one parameter semi group of operators D t 
corresponding to the diffusion of heat in the leaf directions: 
Dd(x) = [f(Y)P~(x, y)dy 
where f is a global function f : M -+ R. If m is a measure on M, the measure 
diffused along the leaves of the foliation D(t)m is defined by 
1M f d(D(t)m) = 1M Dd dm 
The set of probability measures on a compact finite-dimensional foliated manifold 
M is a nonempty convex set. The leaf diffusion operator D(t) is a continuous 
affine mapping and any fixed point will be diffusion invariant for the time t. The 
Markov-Kakutani fixed point theorem insures that a fixed point exists for all times. 
Definition. 
(i) A probability measure on M is said to be diffusion invariant if the 
integral of f with respect to that measure equals the integral of Dd 
with respect to the measure for any continuous function f. 
(ii) A diffusion invariant measure is said to be ergodic if the manifold M 
cannot be split into two disjoint measurable leaf saturated sets with 
intermediate measure. 
(iii) A probability measure m on M is harmonic if iM b.L f dm = 0, where 
f is any bounded measurable function on M which is smooth in the 
leaf direction and b. L denotes the Laplacian in the leaf direction. 
Let E be any flow box of the foliation F. The quotient of such an E by the 
F-leaves is called the quotient transversal I = I(E). If P : E -+ I is the projection, 
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then by the classical measure theory, any measure m on E may be disintegrated 
uniquely into the projected measure v on the transversal I and a system of measures 
a(8) on the leaf slices p-l(8) = E(8) for each 8 in I. These measures satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(i) a(8) is a probability measure on E(8). 
(ii) If 8 is a measurable subset of I, then v( 8) = m(-l (8)). 
(iii) If f is m-integrable and supp(f) C E, then 
J f(x)dm(x) = J f(y)da(8)(Y) dV(8). 
The following theorem is due to Lucy Garnett: 
Theorem 1 ([Gal). Let M be a compact foliated manifold witb C 3 -foliation F 
and a C 3 -RiemaIillian metric on tbe tangent bundle of F. Let m be any probability 
measure on M, tben tbe following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) m is diffusion invariant, i.e., D(t)m = m for all t; 
(ii) m is barmonic, i.e., iM ~h.pdm = 0 for any bounded measurable 
function on M wbich is smootb in tbe leaf direction. 
(iii) For any Bow box E of tbe foliation F and v almost all 8 (see tbe 
above construction), a( 8) is a barmonic function times tbe Riemann-
ian measure restricted to E( s). 
Recall that a holonomy invariant measure of the foliation F is a family of mea-
sures defined on each transversal of the foliation F, which is invariant under all 
the canonical homeomorphisms of the holonomy pseudogroup (see [PI)). Given any 
transverse invariant measure, a global measure may be formed by locally integrat-
ing the Riemannian leaf measures with respect to the transverse invariant measure. 
Such a measure is called completely invariant. Obviously, any such measure disin-
tegrates locally to a constant function times the Riemannian leaf measure and thus, 
by Theorem 1, is a harmonic measure for the foliation F. 
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If L is a leaf of F, let x ELand let B(x, R) denote the ball in L of radius R 
around x under the leaf Riemannian metric. Define the growth function of F at x 
by Gx(R) = vol B(x, R) where vol denotes the Riemannian volume on the leaf L. 
L is said to have exponential growth if 
lim ~ log Gx(R) > a 
R-oo 
and non-exponential growth otherwise. 
Every foliation admits a nontrivial harmonic measure. But the following the-
orem tells us that there are many foliations which have no holomomy invariant 
measure at all. 
Theorem 2 ([PI]). For a codimension one foliation F of class C 1 of a compact 
manifold M the following are equivalent. 
(i) F has a leaf with non-exponential growth. 
(ii) F has a leaf with polynomial growth. 
(iii) F has a nontrivial holonomy invariant measure. 
for arbitrary codimension, we have 
Theorem 3 ([PI]). Let F be a foliation of class C 1 of a compact manifold M. 
If L is a leaf of F having non-exponential growth, then there exists a nontrivial 
holonomy invariant for F which is finite on compact sets and which has support 
contained in the closure of L. 
As a direct corollary of Yosida's ergodic theorem for Markov processes (see 
[Yo]), one has the following: 
The foliation ergodic theorem ([Ga]). Let M be a harmonic probability mea-
sure. For any m-integrable function j, there exists an m-integrable function j which 
is constant along leave and satisfies 
(i) 
~ T 
j( x) = lim ~ fo Dd( x )dt for m almost all x 
T-oo 
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(ii) J f(x)dm = J f(x)dm 
(iii) Ifm is ergodic then 1 = J f(x)dm(x). 
Let us denote by {Wt} the set of Brownian paths lying on the leaves of the 
foliation :F (induced by the Riemannian metric on each leaf). One has another 
interpretation of the foliation ergodic theorem. 
The leaf path ergodic theorem ([GaD. Let m be any harmonic probability 
measure. For any m-integrable function f on M, the limit 
liT lim T f(Wt)dt 
T--+<X) 0 
exists for m-a.e. x and almost any path W (in the sense of Wiener measure) starting 
at x and lying on the leaf on x. This limit is constant on leaves and equals the leaf 
diffused time average of f. 
And finally, we have the Kryloff-Bogoluboff theory of harmonic measures. 
Theorem 4. There is a leaf saturated measurable set R in M having the following 
properties: 
(i) For any x E R the diffused Dirac measure bx exists, is ergodic and 
contains x in its support. 8x is defined by J f d8x = f(x) for any 
continuous function f : M ---t R. 
(ii) Any two points on the same leaf in R have same diffused dirac mea-
sures. 
(iii) R has full probability (i.e., u(R) 1 for any harmonic probability 
measure) 
If one checks carefully all the steps of [Gal (particularly the proof of Facts 1-4 
on pp. 289--292), one easily sees that 
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Proposition 1. All the results in [Ga] are true for foliations with C 3 -leaves and 
C 3 Riemannian metric on each leaf whose 3-jets depend continuously on the points 
in M. 
Let us be more specific about the regularity requirements for the foliations and 
for the leafwise Riemannian metrics. We say that a foliation F has Ck leaves and 
C k Riemannian metric on each leaf whose k-jets depend continuously on the points 
in M if for each point in M there is a local parametrization of the F foliation 
<p : U x V -+ M (where U C Rd and V C RC are open sets, d = dimF and 
c = codimF), such that 
(i) <p is a homeomorphism from U x V to an open set in M 
(ii) For each y E V, <py : U -+ M given by <py(x) = <p(x, y) is a C k 
immersion whose image is an open subset of a leaf of the WU-foliation 
and, moreover, for any 1 ~ 0: ~ k, ~:r is continuous on U x V. 
(iii) For each y E V, the pull-back of the Riemannian metric gF on the 
leaf <py(U) is a Riemannian metric on U satisfying 
such that for each 1 ~ 0: ~ k, a;;~j is continuous on Y x V. 
We will call such a foliation of class c}. Such a Riemannian metric on leaves 
are also called to be of class C}. We will say that a function t/J : M -+ R is of class 
C}, 0 ~ j ~ k, if t/J 0 <p : U X V -+ R has derivatives of orders 1 ~ 0: ~ j with 
respect to the arguments in U and that they are continuous. 
2. Entropy properties of foliations. 
We review the main results in [Kai3]. Our setting is a C} foliation F on a 
compact manifold M and leafwise Riemannian metrics of class C}. Let Pt(x, y) be 
the heat kernel of the leaf Lx. For any harmonic ergodic measure m, the densities 
<p of the conditional measures m on the F-Ieaves are uniquely determined up to 
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a scalar multiplication. Then we have a biased random motion (the 'P-process) 
corresponding to the second order operator ~ L + 2V L log 'P (V L is the gradient 
operator on L). The transition probability densities for this 'P-process are 
P;(x, y) = Pt(x, y)'P(y)/'P(x) 
Theorem 2.1. (Kaimanovich, [Kai3]) For m-a.e. x in M the following limits exist 
(not depending on x) 
h(F,m) = - lim! jPt(x,y)lOgPt(x,y)dy 
T-oot 
h'(F, m) = - lim! j P:(x, y) log P;(x, y)dy 
T-oot 
And h(F,m) 1S called the entropy of Brownian motion on the foliation F with 
respect to m. 
We list the following facts in [Kai3] (Recall that a Riemannian manifold M is 
called Liouvillian if there are no nonconstant bounded harmonic functions on M): 
1° h(F,m) = h'(F,m) + iM IIVL log'P11 2dm 
2° h(F,m) = 0 (or h'(F,m) = 0) if and only if m-a.e. leaves are Liou-
villian. 
3° If h( F, m) > 0 (or h' (F, m) > 0), then for m-a.e. leaves of the folia-
tion, the space of bounded harmonic functions is infinite-dimensional. 
4° Every harmonic ergodic measure with almost all Liouvillian leaves is 
completely invariant. 
5° If m-a.e. leaves of the foliation have subexponential growth, then 
m-a.e. leaves are Liouvillian. 
Note that if the foliation F is trivial (i.e., the manifold M itself), then for all 
x EM, the following limit exists: 




10 M is Liouvillian if and only if h(M) = O. 
20 If M has subexponential growth, then M is Liouvillian. 
3. Harmonic measures for Anosov foliations. 
In this section we consider a transitive Anosov flow gt on a closed manifold M 
(or a transitive Anosov diffeomorphism on M). We denote by WSu (resp. WSS) the 
strong unstable (resp. strong stable) foliation of the Anosov flow gt or the Anosov 
diffeomorphism f. These foliations are also known as horospheric foliations. For 
Anosov flows, we also get the weak stable foliations WS (resp. weak unstable 
foliations WU): 
All these Anosov foliations are always Holder continuous but may fail to be 
C 1 , even if the flow (or the diffeomorphism) itself is Coo. But it is well-known that 
if the Anosov flow gt (or the Anosov diffeomorphism 1) is CK (K ~ 2 is any integer 
or 00), then each Wi-leaf (i = s,u,ss,su) is a C k immersed manifold (see, e.g., 
[PSI]). Moreover, the four foliations have C k leaves whose k-jet are continuously 
depending on the point. As is remarked by R. De La Llave, J. M. Marco and R. 
Moriyon in their fundamental work ([LMM], pp. 578), their regularity results for 
the Livsic cohomology equation can also be stated in terms of functions and flows 
or diffeomorphisms of class CK by using the Sobolev's embedding theorem. 
Let us consider any Riemannian metric gi defined on the Wi-foliation (i = 
s,u,ss,su) of class Cf. (Note that for any C 3 -Riemannian metric on M, the induced 
Riemannian metrics gi (i = ss,su,s,u) are of class Cl.) By proposition 1.1, each 
of these foliations has nontrivial harmonic measures. 
Theorem 3.1. The horocycle foliations (WSU or WSS) of a C3 -transitive Anosov 
system wi th leafwise Riemannian metric of class Cl (i = su, ss) are uniquely ergodic 
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in the sense that there is precisely one harmonic probability measure. 
Proof. We consider only the WSU foliation (the WSS foliation can be treated sim-
ilarly). According to a result of D. Sullivan and R. Williams ([SW]), the leaves 
of any strong Anosov foliations have polynomial growth. By Fact 4° of section 2, 
any Wsu-harmonic ergodic measure m is completely invariant. Now theorem 3.1 
follows from Bowen and Marcus's result that the horocycle foliations have unique 
holonomy invariant measure ([BM]). 
We denote this measure by w Su • It has a local description as the product of 
Lebesgue measure m SU on WSU and Bowen-Margulis measure li sS on WSS (in the 
diffeomorphism situation) or liS on WS (in the flow case): 
Note that the unique harmonic measure w SS of the Wss-foliation has a similar 
description. 
Recall that a flow 'Pt on a compact metric space X is uniquely ergodic if any 
only if the following sequence 
converges uniformly for any continuous function f on X: 
fT(X) -+ J f(x)dli(x) (T -+ 00) 
where Ii is the unique ergodic measure. We have an analogous result for the wss 
(or W SU) foliation. 
Theorem 3.2. For any continuous function f on M, 
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uniformly on M, where B;S(R) is the ball on WSS(x) under the gSS metric. 
Proof. By the arguments of Sullivan ([S4]) and Plante ([PI]), for any foliation :F 
with subexponential growth, the normalized measures 
1 J. dm:F(y) 
m:F B[(R) 
B:(R) 
is weakly coverging to some harmonic measure of the foliation. Our theorem follows 
from the fact that 
(i) WSs is a foliation with polynomial growth. 
(ii) The harmonic measure on WSs is unique. 
As is remarked in [BM], the weak stable (or weak unstable) foliation WS (or 
WU) for an Anosov flow has no completely invariant measure. However, they have 
at least one nontrivial harmonic measure. 
Conjecture 1. The weak stable (or unstable) Anosov foliations are uniquely er-
godic in the sense that they have unique harmonic measure. 
This is true in the special case of geodesic flows on manifolds with negative 
curvature (see section 5). 
4. Integral formula and rigidity. 
We continue to use the assumptions and notations of section 3. For a C 3 
Anosov flow gt or an Anosov diffeomorphism f with leafwise Riemannian metrics 
gi on Wi of class Ct (i = ss, su), we define 
'PU(x) = - ! It=o log J:U(x) 
'PS(x) = !It=ologJ:S(x) 
for flow. For diffeomorphism, we define 
(J:U(x)~ det dgtlw.u(x») 
(J:S(x)~ det dllw"(x») 
(Jr(x)~ det dPlw'u(x») 
(J:S(x)~ det dftlw"(x») 
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It is well known that cpu (resp. cpll) is Holder continuous and it has a unique 
equilibritun state m+ (resp. m-) which is an invariant ergodic measure of the 
Anosov system. It is also uniquely determined by the fact that it disintegrates into 
absolutely continuous measures along the WIIU (resp. WIIS) leaves. 
If we denote by pllU (resp. pH) the local density of conditional measures of m+ 
(resp. m-) with respect to the Riemannian volume m llU (resp. mllll), then pllU is 
(resp. pH) of class C;u (resp. C;II) (see [LMM], [LY], [Y2]), then V IIU log pSu (resp. 
VSs log pSS) is a continuous vector field on M of class C;u (resp. C;II). 
Theorem 1 in [Y2] can be generalized to an arbitrary Anosov system. 
Theorem 4.1. 
(i) For any C;u function cp on M, we have 
fM (~sucp+ < vsucp, V Su logpsU > )dm+ = 0 
(ii) For any C;s function cp on M, we have 
fM(~sscp+ < VlIScp, VHlogpsS »dm- = 0 
And we have the following rigidity results. 
Theorem 4.2. For an Anosov system (flow or diffeomorphism), the following prop-
erties are equivalent: 
(a) The measure m+ (resp. m-) and the measure w SU (resp. w SS ) coin-
cide. 
(b) w SU (resp. w SS ) is an invariant measure of the Anosov system. 
(c) Jr(x) (resp. Jt"'(x)) is constant along WSu (resp. WSS) leaves. 
Proof. (a) ~ (b) obvious 
(b) ~ (a): Since w SU is an invariant measure of the Anosov system and, 
moreover, it is absolutely continuous along the WIIU foliation. By the uniqueness of 
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the Bowen-Sinai-Margulis measure, we have w 8U = m+. 
(a) ==* (c). Since w 8U is harmonic and m+ coincides with w 8U , we have 
by theorem 4.1 
for all function <.p of class C;u. Consider all those <.p with compact support in a local 
W8U-flow box P. We have 
o = L < \l8U<.p, \lsu log psu > dm+ 
= r dm+(x) r < \lsu<.p, \lsulogp8u > pSU(y)dmSU(y) 
} p JWl'o~(x)np 
= r dm+(x) r <.p6.sup8UdmSU(y) 
} p JWl'o~(x)np 
By the arbitrariness of <.p, 6. 8U p8U = O. Yet according to [LY] 
pSU(y) = IT Jru-'x) 
psu(x) i=lJru-'y) 
Thus pSu is a bounded harmonic function along each W 8u-Ieaf. It must be constant 
along each Wsu-Ieaf. 
(c)==*(b) obvious by the description of Bowen-Margulis measure. 
5. Applications to manifolds of negative curvature. 
Let M be a closed Coo Riemannian manifold of negative curvature. Let M 
be its universal covering. The geodesic flow gt on the unit tangent bundle SM is 
Anosov. We denote 
• 7r: SM - M the canonical projection. 
• aM the ideal boundary of M. 
• v(t) = 7r(gtv) is the geodesic in M with initial velocity v. 






Px : SxM ---t aM is the restriction of P to SxM. 
(x,O the vector v in SxM such that v(oo) =~. 
Pv the Busemann function at v( 00) such that PvC v(O» = O. 
Hv the horosphere at v(oo) E aM passing through v(O) E M. 
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• fl, v, m is the Bowen-Margulis, the harmonic, the Liouville measure of 
l· 
The canonical projection 7r S M ---t M maps Wi( v) (i = s, u) diffeomorphic ally 
onto M. Thus the Riemannian metric on M lifts to a Riemannian metric gi on 
Wi(v) which induces a Riemannian volume mi(i = s, u). 7r also maps Wi (v) (i = 
SU, ss) diffeomorphically to horospheres on M. The induced Riemannian metrics 
on horospheres lift to Riemannian metrics gSU or gSS on WSU( v) or WSS( v) which 
induces Riemannian volumes m SU or mSS. 
Note that all the foliations Wi and the metrics gi are of class Cro, i = 
s, u, ss, su (see for example [Y2]). Thus all the results in section 1-4 apply here. 
We sum up as 
Theorem 5.1. The WSU foliation has a unique harmonic measure W SU and locally, 
dw Sll = dm Sll x dfls. Moreover, the following properties are equivalent: 
(a) W Sll =m 
(b) W Sll = u 
(c) W Sll = V 
(d) W Sll is gt-invariant 
(e) Horospheres in M have constant mean curvature. 
A similar result can be stated for the WSS foliation and the measure W SS . 
The purpose of this section is to prove that the weak stable or unstable foliations 
are also uniquely ergodic. But first let us recall some basic facts. 
Let n = C(R+, M) be the space of continuous paths in M, and {Px, x E M} 
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the family of probability measures on n which describe the Brownian motion on 
M. Let n = C(R+, M) be the space of continuous paths in M and II: M -+ M the 
covering map. For each x E M and wEn such that w(O) = II(x), there is a unique 
path wEn such that II(w(t)) = wet) for all t 2: o. We denote by (r(w,t),B(w,t)) 
the polar coordinate about x of the path wet). 
~ t CXl ~ 
For all x in M and P1rX -a.e. wEn, B( w, t) ~ B( w, 00) E aM ([Pr]). 
We denote by Vx the hitting probability measure on aM of Brownian 
motion starting at x, and 
dvy 
-d (0 = k(x,y,O 
Vx 
for all x, y E M and almost all ~ EM. k( x, y, 0 is called the Poisson 
kernel. 
2° ([Ll]) For all x E M and P7rX -a.e. wEn, 
lim ~d(w(t), b(w,t), B(w,oo))) = 0 
T-CXlt 
3° ([Kai2]) For all x E M and P7rX -a.e. wEn, 
lim ~/(W' t) = 0: 
T-CXl t 
4° ([Kai2]) 0: = J dm(x) J trU(x,~) dvx(O 
M 8M 
where dm is the Riemannian volume on M and U(x, 0 is the second 
fundamental form at x of the horosphere H(x, O. 
trU(x,~) = - it It=o log J:S(x,~) is the mean curvature of H(x, 0 at 
x. 
5° ([Kai2]) For every x E M and P7rX -a.e. wEn 
lim ~ log P( t, x, w( t)) = - (3 
T-CXl t 
6° ([Kai2]) (3 = Jdm(x) J IIVlogkIl2dvx(v) = hvO: (hv is the metric 
M S",M 
entropy of v). 
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Note the measure dm(x) X dvx(O appeared in 4°,6°. We prove this is the only 
harmonic measure of the WS foliation. 
Theorem 5.2. The weak stable foliation of the geodesic Bow has a unique harmonic 
measure wS , which is described by J . dw s = J dm(x) J . dvx(v). 
SM M S",M 
Our proof is inspired by Garnett's proof of a special case where M is a surface 
of constant curvature -1. 
Proof. Let us consider a WS-flow box of the form 
E = {(x, Olx E B, e E U} 
where B is a ball in M centered at a point Xo and U is an open set in oM. For any 
continuous function f with compact support in E, we have 
J f dw s = J dm(x) J f dvx(O 
E B 8M 
= J J f(x,O k(xo,x,e)dm(x)dvxo(O 
BU 
= J dvxo(O J f(x, e) k(xo, x, Odm(x) 
U B 
which means that dw s disintegrates locally into the harmonic function k( Xo, x, 0 
times Riemannian volume of the WS leaf. Thus W S is a harmonic measure of the 
W S foliation. 
Given any other ergodic harmonic measure a and any continuous function f 
on SM, by the leaf path ergodic theorem, we have for a-a.e. leaf WS(xo, 0, for all 
point (y,O E WS(xo,O and Py almost any path w starting at y. 
Jf da = lim Tl fT f(w(t),e)dt T-+oo Jo 
SM 
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Given any other wS-typical leaf WS(Xo, 11), then for Py almost any path w 
starting at y 
j f dw s = lim Tl [T f( w( t), 11 )dt T-oo Jo 
SM 
Consider a typical path w starting at y such that wet) -+ e E 8M, e i= e, e i= 11. 
By comparison with manifolds of constant negative curvature, it is easy to see that 
dw(t)((w(t), e), (w(t), 11)) -+ 0 (t -+ 00) 
where dw(t) is the induced Riemannian metric on Sw(t)M. We get 
lim Tl iT [I( w( t), 0 - f( wet), 11 )]dt = 0 
T-oo ° 
and J fda = J f d w S , which proves the uniqueness of harmonic measure of the 
SM SM 
weak stable foliation. 
Note. 
i) For any function c.p on SM of class C;, we have 
0= jdm(x)~( j c.pdvx) 
M S",M 
= jdm(x)~( j c.pk(xo,x,Odvxo(O 
M S"'oM 
= J (~sc.p + 2 < V'sc.p, V's log k > )dm(x )dvx 
SM 
ii) We also have 
o = j dm(x )div( j V'sc.pdvx) 
M S.,M 
= jdm(x)div( j V'sc.p.k(xo,x,Odvxo(O) 
M S"'oM 
= j (~sc.p+ < V'Sc.p,V'S log k »dm(x)dvx 
SM 
Combining i), ii), we get J ~sc.pdm(x)dvx = O. This gives another proof of 
SM 
the fact that J . dm(x)dvx is a harmonic measure of the WS-foliation. 
SM 
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Theorem 5.3. Let M be a compact manifold of negative curvature. The following 
properties are equivalent: 
(a) w" = m 
(b) W S = U 
(c) W S = v 
( d) W S is gt -invariant 
(e) Horospheres in M have constant mean curvature. 
Proof. See [Yl]. 
A similar result can be stated for the unique harmonic measure W U of the weak 
stable foliation. 
6. Integral formulas for topological entropy. 
We continue to use the symbols and notations of section 5. Let W SS be the 
unique harmonic measure of the strong stable foliation WSS of the geodesic flow. 
By theorem 3.2, W SS is a limit of the average measure on balls B;S(R) in WSS(x): 
1 J. dmSS(y) ---+ w Ss (as R _ 00) 
m SS B~s(R) 
B;'(R) 
On the other hand, we know that horospheres in M can be approximated by geodesic 
spheres, H(x, 0 = lim Sv(t)(t), where vet) is the geodesic in M satisfying v(O) = x 
T-+oo 
and v( 00) =~. Thus the harmonic measure is the weak limit of the averaged 
measures on geodesic spheres. 
To be more specific, let c.p be a continuous function on SM and x any point 
~ ~ 
on M. We define a function c.px on M by c.px(y) = c.p(v(y)) where v(y) E SM is the 
unique vector such that v(y)(O) = y and v(y)(t) = x. 
For any E > 0, according to theorem 3.2, there exists Rl > 0 such that 
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for all R ~ Rl and v E SM. According to the estimates in [H4J, there exists 
R2 > Rl such that for all R ~ R2 and y E Sx(R) (Sx(R) is the geodesic sphere in 
M) 
where D(y, RJ) is the ball in Sx(R) and dz is the volume element of the induced 
Riemannian metric on Sx(R). 
But since l<p(w) - <Px(7r(w)1 ~ 0 uniformly for all y E Sx(R) and w E 
R-oo 
B~(y)(Rd, we can assume R2 so large that 
and we get for all R ~ R2 (we denote the volume of Sx(R) by Sex, R» 
S( x~ R) J <Px(y)dy - J <pdwsS < 3€ 
S",(R) SM 
Proposition 6.1. S(;,R) J <Px(y)dy 
S",(R) 
continuous function <p on SM 
N ow we are ready to prove 
R-oo 
~ J <pdwsS uniformly on M for any 
SM 
Theorelll 6.2. Let R(x) be the scalar curvature at x in a closed Riemannian 
manifold M. Let RH(v) be the scalar curvature of the horospheres H(v), let Ric(v) 
be the Ricci curvature of v, then the topological entropy h of the geodesic flow 
satisfies 
1°. h = J trU(v)dwSS(v) 
SM 
2°. h2 = J (RH(v) - R(7r(v» + Ric(v»dwSS(v) 
SM 
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Proof. Margulis ([M3]) proved that for any closed Riemannian manifold M of neg-
ative curvature, 
1. S(x, R) _ ( ) 1m hR - C x 
R-= e 
for some positive continuous function c on M. Let us calculate the derivatives of 
. G () S(x, R) 1 J d the functIOn x R = hR = hR y. 
e e 
S.,(R) 
G~(R) = -h Gx(R) + e;R J trU R(Y) dy 
S.,(R) 
where UR(y) is the second fundamental form of Sx(R) at y and trUR(Y) is the mean 
curvature of Sx(R) at y. 
1 J . G~(R) = -h2G x(R) - 2h G~(R) + ehR [-trUR(Y) + (trUR?ldy 
S.,(R) 
G~/(R) = -h3 Gx(R) - 3h2G~(R) - 3hG~(R) + )R J (trUR-
S",(R) 
Note that trUR(y) -+ trU(v(y)) (R -+ (0) uniformly. Using Proposition 6.1 
and (*), we get 
lim G~(R) = -hc(x) + c(x) JtrUdw Sll 
R-= 
SM 
lim G~(R) = _h2 c(x) - 2h lim G~(R) + c(x) J [-trU + (trU?ldw SS 
R-= R-= 
SM 
lim G~/(R) = _h3 c(x) - 3h2 lim G~(R) - 3h lim G~(R) + c(x) J [trU 
R-= R-= R-= 
SM 
But since lim G~(R) is bounded and lim G~/(R) exists, we must have 
R-= R-= 
lim G~(R) = lim G~(R) = lim G~/(R) = o. Thus we get 
R-= R-= R-= 
(i) h = J trU dw sS 
SM 
(ii) h2 = J [-trU + (trU?ldw SS 
SM 
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Let us recall some submanifold geometry. If we denote by K H the Gaussian 
curvature of H( v) under the induced Riemannian metric, then for any two orthono-
mal vector X, Yin T-rr(v)H(v), the Gauss equation tells us 
KH(X, Y) = K(X, Y)+ < U(v)X,X >< U(v)Y, Y > - < U(v)X,Y >< X, U(v)Y > 
Uv is a positive symmetric operator. Let el,'" ,en-l be its unit eigenvectors with 
eigenvalue AI, ... ,An-I. Then 
and 
i,j i,j 
Thus RH(v) = R(7r(v)) + (trU? - trU2 - 2Ric(v). 
Remember that U satisfies the Ricatti equation -U + U 2 + S 
S( v)X = R(X, v)v, R is the curvature tensor. So tr S( v) = Ric( v) and 
RH(v) = R(7r(v)) + (trU)2 - trU - Ric(v) 
Combining (ii), we get 
Remark. By our proof, there is another integral formula for entropy: 
h3 = j[trU + 3 trUtr U + (tr U?ldw sS 
o where 
Actually, one can get a family of integral formulas for h n in terms of a polynomial 
combination of tr U and its derivatives. 
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Corollary 6.3. For a 3-dimensional closed Riemannian manifold of negative cur-
vature 
h2 = J (Ric(v) - R(7r(v))dw SS (v) 
SM 
Proof. By A. Connes' Gauss-Bonnet theorem ([C]) for 2-dimensional foliation (see 
also [Gh]) 
where fL is a completely invariant measure of the foliation, k( x) denotes the Gaussian 
curvature function of the leaves and /30, /31, /32 are the "average Betti numbers" of the 
leaves relative to fL. Note that in our case, the Wss-Ieaves have polynomial growth, 
each of them is conform ally equivalent to the Eucilidean plane and diffeomorphic 
to the Eucilidean plane. Thus 
/30 - /31 + /32 = 0 
Now Corollary 6.3 follows from the fact that in dimension 3, RH(v) = 2J{H(7r(v)) 
and the formula 2° in theorem 6.2 
7. On Margulis's asymptotic formula. 
We continue to use the symbols and notations of section 6. In [L1], Ledrappier 
constructed a family of finite measures {fLx} xEM on the sphere at infinity, satisfying 
the following property: 
dfLy (0 = e-hpz,e(y) 
dJ-lx 
... ® 
He calls them the Bowen-Margulis measures, because P;(fLx) and Plw.,'(x)(fL SU ) are 
in the same measure class. (Recall that P : SM -+ aM is the canonical projection, 
fLsU is the Margulis measure on WSU(x).) 
To be more specific, let us recall Ledrappier's construction. Take a small open 
subset A of SxM and consider the following transversal T of the Wss-foliation 
T= u 9tA 
-6 $.t$.6 
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for 8 small enough. By the unique ergodicity of the W""'-foliation, one can obtain a 
measure PT on T by sliding along W""' leaves the Margulis measure dpu = dpSUdt 
on WU(x) which satisfies 
for some measure PA on A. PA is exactly the measure PxlA (up to a scalar constant). 
By the unique ergodicity of the Wss-foliation and by the reversibility of Ledrappier's 
construction, it is easy to see that any family {Tx} xEM of finite measures on 8M 
satisfying ® must coincide with {px} xEM (up to a scalar constant). For example: 
1). The Patterson-Sullivan measure ([Su2]): Fix a point x E M and con-
(a) 
(b) 
sider the Poincare series 
9s(Y, y) = Le-sd(y,O'y) 
O'Er 
where r is the fundamental group of M. It converges for s > hand 
diverges for s < h. Now consider the family of measures 
1 
Px(s) = Le-Sd(x'O'Y)8(o-y) 
9s(Y, y) O'er 
where 8( o-y) is the unit Dirac mass at o-y. Let Jix be a weak limit of 
the family {Px(s)} as s -+ h, then it is easy to see that 
/ix is defined on 8M 
dd~M (0 = e-hp",,(y) 
j.I.", 
By the above remark, they coincide with {px} xEM (up to a scalar 
constant). 
2). (Idea comes from a comment by A. Katok.) Via the canonical pro-
jection Sx(R) -+ 8M, y -+ vy(oo) (vy is the unit normal vector of the 
geodesic sphere Sx(R) at y), we have a sequence of finite measures 
defined on 8M 
Px(R) = ~R [ edy 




By the Margulis's asymptotic formula, it is easy to see that any weak 
limit lix as R -+ 00 satisfies 
lix is a measure on 8M with lix(8M) = c(x) 
dd EII (0 = e-hp""e(Y) 
/L", 
Thus they also coincide with {Ilx} xEM up to a scalar constant. 
Proposition 7.1. If we denote by dm(x) the normalized Riemannian volume on M, 
lix the normalized Patterson-Sullivan measure. Then the unique harmonic measure 
W SS of the Wss-foliation can be described as 
c r .dwsS = r .c(x) dm(x) dlix 
15M 15M 
for some constant C (C = fMc(x)dm(x)) (Note: fSM<P(x,Oc(x)dm(x)dlix(O ~f 
fM c(x) (fS",M <p(x, Odlix(O) dm(x)) 
Proof. Let {/-Lx} xEM be the family of Ledrappier-Patterson-Sullivan measures. We 
have 
i) Let X be the geodesic spray. We have for any function f of class C;s' 
0= J dm(x)divly=x( J f X dll x) 
M S",M 
= J dm(x)div( J (f X) e-hp""e(Y)dll x) 
M S",M 
= J [j + (h - trU)f]dm(x)dllx 
SM 
ii) For any function f of class C;s, we have 
0= J dm(x)6.( J fdll x) 
M SzM 
= J dm(x)6.ly=x( J f e-hpz,dY)dllx) 
M SzM 
= J (6. s f + h f(h - trU) + 2hj)dm(x)dJ-Lx 
SM 
= J [6. 88 f + (j + (h - trU)j) + h(j + (h - trU)f)]dm(x)dll x 
SM 
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Combining i), ii), we have J 6.88 f dm(x)dll x = o. By the uniqueness of the 
SM 
Wss-harmonic measure, dw sS = dm(x)dll x (up to normalization). Using proposition 
6.1 and Margulis's asymptotic formula, one can see that 
dwSS(x, e) = J c(;j~~(x) dm(x)djix(e) 
M 
where jix is the normalized Ledrappier-Patterson-Sullivan measure. 
The following theorem implies that for compact manifolds with negative cur-
vature, the function c( x) is almost always not a constant function. 
Theorem 7.2. If c(x) = C then for each x E M, 
h = J trUex, e)djix(O 
8M 
Proof. Note that 
djiy (0 = c(x) e-hPz,(Y) 
djix c(y) 
If c(x) _ q, then J e-hpz,dY)djix(e) = 1. Taking the Laplacian on both side yields 
Thus h = J tr U(x, e)djix(~). 
8M 
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Theorem 7.3. If dim M 2 and c(x) _ C, tben M bas constant negative 
curvature. 
Proof· According to theorem 6.2, h2 = J(-trU + (trU?)dw ss . Using the Ricatti 
equation - (; + U2 + S = 0, note that in dimension 2, tr U2 = (tr U)2, we have 
h2 = J -trSdwSS = - J K dm(x) = -27rE 
where E is the Euler characteristic of M and K is the Gaussian curvature. Theorem 
7.3 follows from A. Katok's result ([K1]) that h2 = -27r E if and only if M has 
constant negative curvature. 
The following corollary measures the deviation of metrics from constant nega-
tive curvature. 
Corollary 7.2. If dim M = 2, tben 
h2 = ~ J -c(x) k(x) dm(x) 
M 
Due to the above facts, it makes sense to have the following conjecture. 
Conject ure. For a compact Riemannian manifold M of negative curvature, c( x) == 
C if and only if M is locally symmetric. 
Recall that the strong unstable foliation W su also has a unique harmonic mea-
sure WSU . By the flip map, we get C dwSU(x,e) = c(x)dm(x) d'jix(-O. Thus 
WSU = WSS if and only if d'jix( -e) = d'jix(e). Ledrappier ([L4]) proves that if 
dim M = 2, then w SU = WSS if and only if M has constant curvature. The follow-
ing result indicates that in multi-dimensional cases, locally symmetric spaces might 
be the only cases of manifolds of negative curvature for which WSS = WSU . 
Corollary 7.4. If WSS = w Su , then c( x) == C 
Proof. Any C 2 function r.p on M can be lifted to a function on SM which we denote 
by the same symbol. By the proof of our proposition 7.1 or by corollary 1 of [L2], 
we have 
J b,.rp c( x )dm = C J b,. S rp dw sS 
M SM 
= c J (b,. sSrp + C;; - trU t.P )dwSS 
SM 
= C [J b,.ssrp dw sS + J (C;; + (h - trU)t.P)dwSS - J ht.P dW SS ] 
SM SM SM 
= -h jc(x)dm(x) j t.P(x, 0 d'jix(O 
M aM 
Note that d'iix(O = d'iix( -0 and t.P(x, 0 = -t.P(x, -~). Thus 
J b,.rp c(x) dm(x) = a 
M 




The idea of proposition 1 comes from a comment of A. Katok that the normal-
ized measures of the geodesic balls should converge to the Bowen-Margulis measures 
J.Lx constructed by Ledrappier ([Ll]). After finishing the first version (section 1-6) 
of this work, I received a preprint ([L4]) from Professor Ledrappier in which he 
proves the unique ergodicity for Anosov foliations of geodesic flows, proposition 6.1 
as well as formula 10 of our theorem 6.2. Professor Kneiper [Kn] informed me that 
he also proves formula 20 • Section 7 is inspired by [L4]. 
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